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FROM VEERING TRIANGULATIONS TO LINK
SPACES AND BACK AGAIN
SAUL SCHLEIMER AND HENRY SEGERMAN
Abstract. Agol introduced veering triangulations of mapping tori
as a tool for understanding the surgery parents of pseudo-Anosov
mapping tori. Gue´ritaud gave a new construction of veering trian-
gulations of mapping tori using the orbit spaces of their suspension
flows. Generalizing this, Agol and Gue´ritaud announced a method
that, given a closed manifold with a pseudo-Anosov flow (without
perfect fits), produces a veering triangulation.
Here we begin the proof of the converse. We first find, canonically
associated to a given transverse veering triangulation, a circular
order on the cusps of the universal cover invariant under the action
of the fundamental group. Using this we build the veering circle
and the link space. The similarities between the latter and the
orbit space allow us to recover the veering triangulation from its
link space, even when the manifold is not fibred. Along the way we
prove several results of independent interest.
1. Introduction
Inspired by [9], Agol introduced veering triangulations in order to
better understand the surgery parents of the mapping tori of pseudo-
Anosov maps with bounded normalised dilatation [1]. His innovation,
following ideas of Hamensta¨dt [21], was to produce a canonical train
track splitting sequence for the monodromy. In particular, he showed
that the veering triangulation of the drilled mapping torus is a complete
conjugacy invariant. More generally, veering triangulations have wide
applications in geometric topology [3, 19, 30, 40, 28], as well as in
dynamics [11], and their properties have been a subject of study by
numerous authors [23, 13, 26, 22, 36, 46, 14].
All work on veering triangulations to date (other than [23, 13]) has
additionally assumed that they are layered. Agol asks his readers
(Section 7, third question) to ponder the possibility and meaning of
non-layered examples. The first such was found via computer search by
Hodgson, Rubinstein, Tillmann and the second author [23]. In other
work [17], we give the census of all transverse veering triangulations with
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2 SAUL SCHLEIMER AND HENRY SEGERMAN
up to 16 tetrahedra; there are 87,047 of these. The evidence strongly
suggests that non-layered veering triangulations dominate.
The first hint that Agol’s question has a general answer comes from the
work of Gue´ritaud [19, Theorem 1.1]. He gives an alternate construction
of the veering triangulation, starting from a singular euclidean structure
on the fibre of the given mapping torus. Agol and Gue´ritaud announced
an important extension of this: given a manifold equipped with a
pseudo-Anosov flows without perfect fits, there is an associated veering
triangulation on its surgery parent [2].
This paper is the first in a sequence aimed at proving the converse.
In fact, our construction and that of Agol–Gue´ritaud are inverses. Thus
veering triangulations are a perfect combinatorialisation of (topological)
pseudo-Anosov flows without perfect fits. This fulfils part of Smale’s
program for dynamical systems, outlined in his 1967 Bulletin article [39];
one first finds the appropriate notion of stability for flows (pseudo-
Anosov without perfect fits), and then combinatorially classifies such
systems (veering triangulations with filling slopes).
1.1. Outline. In this paper, our main goal is to build the link space
associated to a given veering triangulation. The link space is similar in
some ways to the singular euclidean structure on a fibre of a pseudo-
Anosov mapping torus. However, we must build the link space using
only the combinatorics of the veering triangulation, which need not be
layered. We then show, motivated by Gue´ritaud’s construction, that
the veering triangulation is recovered from the link space.
We now outline the structure of the paper. The flowchart shown in
Figure 1.2 illustrates the interrelations between the main objects as well
as their constructions. The examples given in Section 3 are not veering,
and so do not appear in the flowchart. In Section 2 we review the
definitions of circular orders, transverse taut ideal triangulations, and
layered triangulations. We also define what it means for a circular order
to be compatible with a given transverse taut structure. In Section 3 we
show that layered triangulations are rigid : that is, they admit a unique
compatible circular order (see Example 3.1). In a striking contrast,
we also give a non-layered taut ideal triangulation which is far from
rigid – it admits uncountably many compatible circular orders (see
Example 3.6). On the other hand, layered or not, veering triangulations
are rigid.
Theorem 5.3. Suppose that (M,T , α) is a transverse veering ideally
triangulated three-manifold. Then there is a unique compatible circular
order Oα on the cusps of M̃ . Furthermore, Oα is dense and pi1(M)–
invariant.
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veering triangulation(M,T , α)
Definition 5.1
Proposition 5.4
continental exhaustion{Cn} of universal cover
Definition 4.19
[1, Main
Construction]
train tracks τf , τf
on a face f
Definition 4.7
Proposition 4.21
layering K = {Ki}
of universal cover
Definition 2.15
Lemma 2.19
unique compatible
circular order Oα
Definitions 2.2 and 2.18
branched surfacesBα, Bα, Section 6.1
train tracks τK , τK
on a layer K
Definition 4.9
Theorem 7.1
veering circle S1(α)
Definition 7.8
branch line
S, Section 6.9
Theorem 8.1
laminations Λα, Λα in S
1(α)
Definitions 8.3 and 8.13
Theorem 9.15
veering sphere S2(α)
Definition 9.14
Theorem 8.1(2,3)
essential laminations
Σα, Σα in M
Section 8.24
Theorem 9.23
link space L(α)
and its foliations Fα, Fα
Definitions 9.21 and 9.22
Theorem 9.59
Figure 1.2. The main objects and constructions in this paper.
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In Section 4 we quickly review the terminology of train tracks. We then
introduce the new tools needed in the proof of Theorem 5.3. The most
important of these is the idea of a continental exhaustion, introduced in
Definition 4.19. This is a combinatorial version of a developing map into
H2. The heart of the proof of Theorem 5.3 is a delicate induction that
promotes a transverse veering triangulation to a continental exhaustion.
In Section 6 we construct various branched surfaces. Using these and
the techniques developed for the proof of Theorem 5.3, we promote the
circular order Oα on the cusps of M̃ to the veering circle S1(α).
Theorem 7.1. Suppose that (M,T , α) is a transverse veering ideally
triangulated three-manifold. Then the order completion of (∆M ,Oα) is
a circle S1(α) with the following properties.
(1) The action of pi1(M) on ∆M extends to give a continuous, faith-
ful, orientation-preserving action on S1(α).
(2) Furthermore, all orbits are dense.
The veering circle S1(α) depends only on (M,T , α), and not on any
other choices. This is in striking contrast with Thurston’s universal
circle for a given closed manifold equipped with a taut foliation; many
choices are required for his construction. See [5, Remark 6.27]. Our
situation is more similar to Fenley’s ideal circle boundary for a closed
three-manifold equipped with a pseudo-Anosov flow without perfect
fits [10, Theorem A]. There the circle is unique. We stress however that
our results require only a finite amount of combinatorial data, while
[5, 10] both require substantial topological or dynamical inputs.
Remark 1.3. Since our manifold M comes equipped with a taut ideal
triangulation, it necessarily has cusps. Thus the fundamental group
pi1(M) surjects Z. We deduce that pi1(M) has left orders and so has
left circular orders. See [4, Definitions 2.26 and 2.40]. We note that
Theorem 7.1 gives a new left circular order on pi1(M), by inserting gaps
at the cusps and, in these gaps, adding left orders on the peripheral
groups. ◇
We next build the upper and lower laminations.
Theorem 8.1. Suppose that (M,T , α) is a transverse veering ideally
triangulated three-manifold. Then there is a lamination Λα in S1(α)
with the following properties.
(1) The upper lamination Λα is pi1(M)–invariant.
(2) The upper lamination Λα suspends to give a pi1(M)–invariant
lamination Σ̃α in M̃ ; this descends to M to give a lamination
Σα which
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(a) is carried by the upper branched surface Bα,
(b) has only plane, annulus and Mo¨bius band leaves, and
(c) is essential.
(3) Suppose that Σ is a lamination carried by Bα. Then after col-
lapsing parallel leaves, Σ is tie-isotopic to Σα.
There is also a lamination Λα with the same properties with respect toBα.
Theorem 8.1(3) is surprising; in Corollary 8.34 we use this to show that
any two laminations carried by the stable branched surface associated
to a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism are tie-isotopic (after collapsing
parallel leaves).
Using the upper and lower laminations, we build the link space with
its upper and lower foliations. We then prove the following.
Theorem 9.23. Suppose that (M,T , α) is a transverse veering ideally
triangulated three-manifold.
(1) The link space L(α) is homeomorphic to R2.
(2) Fα and Fα are transverse foliations of L(α).
(3) Non-singular leaves are dense in each of Fα and Fα.
(4) The natural action of pi1(M) on L(α) is continuous, faithful,
and orientation preserving.
The proof of Theorem 9.23 is lengthy and quite involved. In essence,
we must collapse a pair of transverse laminations in a circle to obtain
a pair of foliations in a plane. This process is due to Thurston; there
are various expositions in the literature. See [7, Chapter 6] and [25,
Section 11.9]. However, we do not have any of the usual hypotheses: we
do not have a surface group action, we do not have invariant measures,
and we do not have compactness (of the original three-manifold).
We also show, in Theorem 9.59, that we can recover the veering
triangulation from the link space.
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2. Circular orders and taut ideal triangulations
2.1. Circular orders. References for this material include [42, Sec-
tion 2], [4, Section 2.6], and [12, Chapter 3].
Definition 2.2. Suppose that ∆ is a set. A function O∶∆3 → {−1, 0, 1}
is a circular order on ∆ if for all a, b, c, and d in ∆ we have the
following.● O(a, b, c) ≠ 0 if and only if all of a, b, and c are distinct.● O(a, b, c) = O(c, a, b) = −O(b, a, c).● If O(a, b, d) = O(b, c, d) = 1 then O(a, c, d) = 1. ◇
Example 2.3. The canonical example is the unit circle S1 equipped
with the anti-clockwise circular order. ◇
Definition 2.4. We say that a circular order O on ∆ is dense if, for
all a, b, c ∈ ∆, if O(a, b, c) = 1, then there is a point d ∈ ∆ so thatO(d, c, b) = 1. ◇
Definition 2.5. Now suppose that Γ is a group acting on ∆. A circular
order O on ∆ is Γ–invariant if for all a, b, c ∈ ∆ and for all γ ∈ Γ we
have O(γa, γb, γc) = O(a, b, c). ◇
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Example 2.6. A second example comes from taking F to be a compact,
connected, oriented surface with non-empty boundary and with χ(F ) <
0. Let F̃ be the universal cover of F . Let ∆F be the set of boundary
components of F̃ ; these are the cusps of F̃ . Note that the orientation on
F gives a dense pi1(F )–invariant circular order on ∆F . See Figure 2.7.◇
Figure 2.7. Equipping F with an ideal triangulation and lifting to F̃ yields
the Farey tessellation. The cusps of F̃ correspond to the rational numbers
QP1. Figure by Roice Nelson.
For our next example we go up another dimension. Suppose that
M is a compact, connected, oriented three-manifold, with non-empty
boundary, and where all boundary components are tori. Let M̃ be the
universal cover of M . Let ∆M be the set of boundary components of
M̃ ; these are the cusps of M̃ . We want to find a dense pi1(M)–invariant
circular order on ∆M .
Example 2.8. Suppose that F is a compact, connected, oriented
surface with negative Euler characteristic and with non-empty boundary.
Suppose that f ∶F → F is an orientation-preserving homeomorphism.
Define the surface bundle M =Mf with monodromy f to be the three-
manifold obtained by forming F × [0,1] and then identifying the point(x,1) with (f(x),0), for all x ∈ F . The surfaces Ft = F × {t} are the
fibres of the bundle M . The intervals {x} × [0,1] glue together to give
an oriented flow Φ transverse to the fibres. We choose the orientation
on M so that the orientation of F0, followed by the orientation of Φ,
makes a right-handed frame. One simple example is MId ≅ F ×S1; more
interesting is Example 3.1, below.
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We now identify F with the fibre F0. This induces a homeomophism
between F̃ ×R and M̃ and thus a bijection between ∆F and ∆M . The
orientation of F̃ gives us a dense circular order OF on ∆F and thus on
∆M . Note that OF is pi1(M)–invariant. This completes Example 2.8.◇
Remark 2.9. The circular order OF of Example 2.8 possesses a certain
kind of rigidity. Suppose that F ′ is a properly embedded, connected,
oriented surface in M =Mf . Suppose that F ′ is transverse to the flow
Φ, meets every flow-line of Φ, and the orientations of F ′ and Φ, in that
order, form a right-handed frame in M . Then F ′ is a fibre of some,
possibly quite different, surface bundle structure on M . Thus any such
F ′ gives a circular order OF ′ on the cusps of M . However, both F̃ and
F̃ ′ are naturally homeomorphic to the leaf-space of Φ̃; we deduce thatOF = OF ′ . ◇
2.10. Taut ideal triangulations. To discuss more general examples,
we will replace bundle structures by ideal triangulations equipped in
various ways. From now on, we will always assume that M is a compact,
connected, oriented three-manifold, with non-empty boundary, and
where all boundary components are tori. Suppose that T is a three-
dimensional triangulation and that ∣T ∣ is its realisation space. We sayT is an ideal triangulation [41, Section 4.2] of M if ∣T ∣, minus a small
open regular neighbourhood of the zero-skeleton of T , is homeomorphic
to M . We refer to these as the compact models of M and T ; here the
truncated faces of T are hexagons. In the cusped model the faces of T
are ideal triangles. This is far easier to draw, and all of our pictures
will be of the cusped model.
We use T̃ to denote the induced ideal triangulation of the universal
cover, M̃ .
A taut angle structure [23, Definition 1.1], here denoted by α, on an
ideal triangulation T is an assignment of dihedral angles as follows.● Every model edge of every model tetrahedron has dihedral angle
zero or pi.● For every edge, the angle sum of its models is 2pi.● For each model vertex, the angle sum of the three adjacent
model edges is pi.
A model tetrahedron with such dihedral angles is called a taut tetrahe-
dron. See Figure 2.11a.
A transverse taut angle structure α on T [23, Definition 1.2] has,
in addition to the dihedral angles, a co-orientation on the faces of T .
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These are arranged so that, for any pair of model faces f, f ′ of any
model tetrahedron t with common model edge e, we have the following.● The dihedral angle of e inside of t is zero if and only if exactly
one of the co-orientations on f, f ′ points into t.
We extend the co-orientation to the edges of T so that, along an edge e,
it points into the tetrahedron above e. The co-orientation on the faces
of a model taut tetrahedron are shown in Figure 2.11a. Note that here
we are following the terminology of [23] which is a slight variant of the
original definition [27, page 370].
0 0
0
0
pi
pi
(a) Co-orientations and angles
in a transverse taut tetrahe-
dron.
(b) Co-orientations around an edge.
Figure 2.11
2.12. Horizontal branched surface. See [4, Section 6.3] for a refer-
ence on branched surfaces. Generally, suppose that B is a branched
surface. The one-skeleton B(1) is here called the branch locus. The
branch locus decomposes as a union of branch components : these are
connected one-manifolds immersed into M meeting (and possibly self-
intersecting) only at the vertices of B(0). The components of B − B(1)
are called the sectors of B.
Suppose that T is an ideal triangulation of M . A transverse taut
angle structure α on T will be called simply a transverse taut structure.
Given α, we may isotope the two-skeleton of T near each edge, as shown
in Figure 2.11b, to obtain B(α): a co-oriented, non-generic branched
surface without vertices [27, page 371]. The branched surface B(α) is
taut [27, page 374], and this gives taut ideal triangulations their name.
Note that the sectors of B(α) are exactly the original triangular faces
of T .
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Let B(α̃) be the lift of B(α) to the universal cover M̃ . Hodgson,
Rubinstein, Tillmann, and the second author give a thin position
argument for the following [24, Theorem 6.1].
Theorem 2.13. Suppose that f is a face of B(α̃). Then f meets three
distinct cusps of M̃ . 
2.14. Layered triangulations. Suppose that B is a general branched
surface. Recall that a tie-neighbourhood N(B) of B is a regular neigh-
bourhood of B equipped with a foliation by intervals, called ties. See [33,
Figure 1.2]. A surface F , properly embedded in M , is carried by B if
it is isotopic into N(B) and is there transverse to the ties. Properties
of B are generally inherited by its carried surfaces: decomposition into
sectors, co-orientations, and so on.
Definition 2.15. We say that a transverse taut structure (M,T , α) is
layered if there is a collection K = {Ki} of pairwise disjoint surfaces, all
carried by B(α), so that● Ki and Ki+1 cobound a single tetrahedron (above Ki and below
Ki+1) and● for every tetrahedron t there is an index i so that t is the unique
tetrahedron cobounded by Ki and Ki+1.
If M has a finite number n of tetrahedra then the indices are recorded
modulo n. Otherwise the indices lie in Z. We call K a layering of M
and the surfaces Ki layers of K. ◇
Recall that M̃ is the universal cover of M . We use α̃ to denote the
corresponding structure on T̃ . Typically we fix T and α explicitly in
M and then only refer to T̃ and α̃ implicitly in M̃ . When we do this,
we will simply use the notation M̃ to refer to the lifted structures.
Lemma 2.16. Suppose that (M,T , α) is a transverse taut ideally tri-
angulated three-manifold. If (M,T , α) is layered then so is M̃ .
Proof. Suppose that F = {Fi} is the given finite layering of M and ti
is the unique tetrahedron between Fi and Fi+1. Applying [38, Corol-
lary 1.1], every component of the lift of the Fi to M̃ is combinatorially
a copy of the Farey tessellation (as shown in Figure 2.7). These surfaces
do not give a layering of M̃ ; an adjacent pair of connected lifts of Fi
and Fi+1 cobound infinitely many tetrahedra (in fact all lifts of ti). We
must rearrange the order of attachment.
Fix G, a connected component of the full preimage of F0. Choose
a linear order {ti}i∈N on the tetrahedra of M̃ lying above G. We now
build a layering onto G. By induction suppose that we have attached
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all of the tetrahedra {ti}n−1i=0 , plus perhaps finitely more, to G. Now
consider the tetrahedron tn. If it is already attached, there is nothing
to prove. If it is not we proceed as follows. Consider all possible paths
γ in M̃ so that● γ starts on G and ends in tn,● γ is transverse to the two-skeleton, and● γ crosses each face f in the direction of its co-orientation.
Note that each such γ crosses the lifts of the Fi the same number of
times; we call this number, h(tn), the height of tn. Thus each γ meets
at most h(tn) tetrahedra. Also, since a tetrahedron has only two lower
faces, there are at most 2h(tn) such paths. So, we attach all of the
finitely many tetrahedra met by any of these paths, in height order.
The last one attached is tn, completing the inductive step.
To complete the proof we perform the corresponding process below
G. 
2.17. Compatibility. Suppose that (M,T , α) is a transverse taut ide-
ally triangulated three-manifold. Suppose that f is a face of T̃ . Let
∆f ⊂ ∆M be the cusps of f : by Theorem 2.13 there are exactly three
of these. The co-orientation of f and the orientation of M̃ picks out
a unique circular order Of on ∆f (say, anti-clockwise as viewed from
above).
Definition 2.18. Suppose that O is a circular order on ∆M , the cusps
of M . We say that O is compatible with (M,T , α) if, for every face
f ∈ T̃ , we have O∣∆f = Of . ◇
Lemma 2.19. Suppose that (M,T , α) is a transverse taut ideally trian-
gulated three-manifold. If M̃ is layered then there is a unique compatible
circular order O on ∆M , the cusps of M̃ . Furthermore, O is dense and
pi1(M)–invariant.
Proof. We are given a sequence of carried surfaces {Fi}i∈Z. Applying
[38, Corollary 1.1], each Fi is a copy of the Farey tessellation. Each is
obtained from the previous by a single flip across a tetrahedron. So Fi
and Fi+1 meet the same subset of cusps of M̃ . But every cusp meets
some Fj. Thus every Fi meets all cusps of M̃ .
Let O be the circular order on ∆M coming from F0. Picking an
oriented edge of F0 determines an order isomorphism of (∆M ,O) with
QP1, the rational points of S1. Thus the circular order O is dense.
Since each Fi differs from F0 by a finite number of flips, all of the Fi
give the same circular order. Also, every face of T̃ lies in some Fi. SoO is compatible with (M,T , α).
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Suppose that O′ is another compatible circular order on ∆M . ThenO′ and O agree on all faces of F0; we deduce that O′ = O. Thus O is
the unique compatible circular order.
Finally, fix any γ ∈ pi1(M) and define Oγ viaOγ(a, b, c) = O(γa, γb, γc).
The action of γ on ∆M is bijective, so Oγ is a circular order on ∆M .
Now, if f is a face of M̃ with vertices x, y, and z then Oγ(x, y, z) =O(γx, γy, γz). Note that γx, γy, and γz are the vertices of the face
γf . Also, γ sends the co-orientation of f to that of γf ; also γ preserves
the orientation of M . It follows that Oγ is compatible. Thus, by the
previous paragraph Oγ = O. 
3. Examples
We now give non-trivial examples of circular orders coming from
transverse taut structures.
Example 3.1. Following the notation of Example 2.8 suppose M =Mf
is an oriented surface bundle with fibre F and monodromy f . Let (T , α)
be a layered ideal triangulation of Mf . The best-known example is
shown in Figure 3.2; it is the canonical triangulation of the figure-eight
knot complement as a punctured torus bundle. In general, since Mf is
layered, Lemma 2.16 implies that M̃f is layered. Thus, by Lemma 2.19
the cusps of M̃f admit a unique compatible circular order OF which is
furthermore pi1(Mf)–invariant. Since the layering of M̃f has F̃ as one
of its layers, the circular order OF is the same as the one constructed
in Example 2.8. This completes Example 3.1. ◇
Before we give our next family of examples, there is a bit of necessary
background. Useful references include [41, Chapter 4] and [44, Section 2].
Take P = C − {0, 1}. Suppose that M is a compact, connected, oriented
three-manifold with boundary being a single torus. Suppose thatT = {ti}n−1i=0 is an ideal triangulation of M . We say that T admits a
geometric structure if there is a tuple of shapes ρ∞ = (zi) ∈ Pn as follows.● The tuple ρ∞ solves the Thurston gluing and holonomy equations
(called the completeness equations in [44, page 800]).● Each zi ∈ ρ∞ has positive imaginary part.
It follows that ρ∞ gives the interior of M a complete, finite volume,
hyperbolic metric. The tuples of Pn that solve the gluing equations
(ignoring the holonomy and positivity) make up the shape varietyS(M,T ). Let S∞ be the irreducible component of S(M,T ) which
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Figure 3.2. A veering structure on the canonical triangulation for the figure-
eight knot complement. This manifold is m004 in the SnapPy census [8]. This
veering structure is cPcbbbiht_12 in the veering census [17]. See Section 5
for the definition of veering; in this section we only use the transverse taut
structure. The pi–edges of the transverse taut structure are the diagonals of
the squares. The model edges on the sides of the squares all have dihedral
angle zero.
contains ρ∞. Our assumptions on M and the existence of ρ∞ imply
that S∞ is a complex curve [34, page 314].
Fix a triangle f of T̃ and a circular order on ideal vertices of f . This
choice allows us to define, for every ρ ∈ S∞, a developing map
devρ ∶ M̃ → H3
We extend devρ to give a function from ∆M (the cusps of M) to
CP1 = ∂∞H3. Our choices ensure that the vertices of f are sent to 0, 1,
and ∞, respectively.
Definition 3.3. If u and v are distinct cusps of M̃ then we say that u
and v collide at ρ ∈ S∞ if devρ(u) = devρ(v). ◇
Lemma 3.4. A pair of distinct cusps u and v of M̃ collide only finitely
many times.
Proof. For any cusp w ∈ ∆M we define a function dev(w)∶S∞ → CP1
by taking ρ↦ devρ(w). Note that the coordinate functions, restricted
to S∞, are meromorphic. Also, dev(w) can be written as a rational
function in terms of the coordinates. Thus dev(w) is also meromorphic.
Since u and v are distinct, the functions dev(u) and dev(v) disagree
at ρ∞. Thus their difference is not identically zero. 
We are now ready for the next example.
Example 3.6. Let M be the figure-eight knot complement. Let T be
the canonical triangulation of M , shown in Figure 3.2, there equipped
with a taut structure. The triangulation T admits two more taut
structures, each of which is again transverse. These exotic structures
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Figure 3.5. The triangulation of the universal cover of the cusp torus of
the figure-eight knot complement, as induced by the canonical triangulation
(shown in Figure 3.2). The tetrahedron shapes are all regular (z = w = epii/3).
The dashed rectangle is a fundamental domain for the tiling, with the
meridian m drawn vertically and the longitude l drawn horizontally. For
more general shapes z and w we obtain the complex dihedral angles shown,
following the usual conventions [41, page 47].
are generated by leading-trailing deformations of the veering triangula-
tion [13, Proposition 6.8]. We will show:
each of the exotic taut structures on (M,T ) admits un-
countably many compatible circular orders.
The triangulation T induces a triangulation of the boundary torus ∂M .
Lifting, we obtain a triangulation of the universal cover of the cusp
torus; this is shown in Figure 3.5 along with other details. We think of
this as looking into M̃ from a fixed cusp c∞. The cusps connected to c∞
by an edge of T̃ form a combinatorial copy of the lattice Z⊕Zepii/3. Let
c0,0 be any fixed cusp in this lattice. Let m and l be the usual meridian
and longitude of the figure-eight knot. We define a sublattice by taking
cp,q =mplq(c0,0).
As shown in Figure 3.5, we label the corners of the cusp triangles
with the corresponding complex dihedral angles of the ideal tetrahedra.
We can now derive Thurston’s gluing equations for this triangulation.
The equations for the two ideal edges are identical: namely
z(z − 1)w(w − 1) = 1.
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As discussed above, the solutions ρ = (z,w) ∈ P2 form the shape varietyS(M,T ). Again consulting Figure 3.5, we compute the holonomies for
m and l and obtain
H(m) = 1/(w(1 − z)) and H(l) = z2(1 − z)2.
Recall that Thurston’s hyperbolic Dehn surgery equation [41, page 57],
with real surgery coordinates µ and λ, is
µ logH(m) + λ logH(l) = 2pii.
(Care must be taken to choose the correct branch of the logarithm.)
Suppose we have found shapes z and w with positive imaginary part
solving the gluing equations, as well as µ and λ solving the surgery
equation. Then the tetrahedra with those shapes fit together to give an
incomplete hyperbolic structure on M .
We now concentrate on the case where −4 < µ < 4 and λ = 1. This is
the top edge of the hourglass shown in Figure 3.7. These “surgeries” are
on the “boundary” of Dehn surgery space: the tetrahedron shapes z and
w are real and their volume has decreased to zero. The shapes along
the top edge give the triangulation a fixed transverse taut structure
α: one of the two exotic structures from [13, Proposition 6.8]. The
other exotic structure corresponds to the bottom edge of the hourglass.
Again, see Figure 3.7.
Let I ⊂ S∞ be the set of (pairs of) shapes corresponding to the
top edge of the hourglass. So, for each µ ∈ (−4,4) we have shapes
ρµ = (zµ,wµ) ∈ I and a map devµ∶∆M → ∂H2. We adapt the conventions
that ∂H2 = R ∪∞ and that devµ(c∞) =∞.
Figure 3.8 is a cartoon of the image of the developing map for the
shapes (µ,λ) = (−1,1). The vertical positions of features are purely
combinatorial; all of the cusps of the original lattice Z ⊕ Zepii/3 map
into a single horizontal line. For some µ (for example, those at the
rational points) devµ is not one-to-one and we do not get a circular order.
However, by Lemma 3.4, a pair of cusps collide at only a finite number
of points of I. The collection of pairs of distinct cusps is countable;
thus the set of ρµ ∈ I having some collision is only countable. The
uncountable remainder give circular orders; these are denoted by Oµ.
The definition of devµ implies that Oµ is compatible with α. The deck
group pi1(M) acts on cusps ∆M directly and acts on ∂H2 = R∪ {∞} via
the holonomy representation to PSL(2,R). The circular orders Oµ are
obtained by pulling back from ∂H2 and so are invariant.
Finally, we show that all of the circular orders Oµ are distinct. As
an example, Figure 3.9 shows the tetrahedron shapes at Dehn surgery
coordinates (−1.1,1). The coordinates are not integral and so, unlike
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Figure 3.7. The Dehn surgery space of the figure-eight knot complement.
We call the white region the “hourglass”. The complement of the hourglass
is the component of the positive volume locus which contains the shapes
giving the complete, finite volume, hyperbolic structure. The origin (0,0)
is at the centre, the point (0,1) is the midpoint of the top of the hourglass,
and the point (4, 1) is the top right corner of the hourglass. For a discussion
of the colour scheme and more see https://math.okstate.edu/people/
segerman/dehn_surgery_images.html.
Figure 3.5, the developing map does not factor through a tiling. Instead,
we have a cut along the negative real axis where the ends of the longitude
and meridian do not line up. The cusps associated to the end of the
longitude have slid to the left relative to the cusps associated to the end
of the meridian. However, if we go eleven times backwards along the
meridian and ten times forwards along the longitude, the corresponding
holonomy is again the identity, and again the cusps line up. In general,
if µ = p/q is rational (and in lowest terms) then the holonomy of mplq
is trivial. We deduce that devµ(cp,q) = devµ(c0,0). If µ < p/q then
devµ(cp,q) is to the left of devµ(c0,0) in our picture. If µ > p/q then
devµ(cp,q) is to the right of devµ(c0,0) in our picture.
Therefore, if ρµ ∈ I has no collisions, then the circular order Oµ
satisfies Oµ(devµ(c∞),devµ(c0,0),devµ(cp,q)) = ±1
as µ < p/q or p/q < µ, respectively. Now, for any two circular orders Oµ
and Oµ′ , there is a rational number p/q between µ and µ′; therefore Oµ
and Oµ′ are distinct. This completes Example 3.6. ◇
Question 3.10. As discussed in Remark 2.9 the transverse taut struc-
tures coming from layered triangulations of surface bundles (as in
Example 3.1) have unique compatible circular orders. As we shall show
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Figure 3.8. A cartoon of the image of the developing map, as applied to the
triangulation of the universal cover of the boundary torus of the figure-eight
knot complement. Here the tetrahedron shapes are z ≈ 1.8731617275018602
and w ≈ −0.428119859615 (calculated by SnapPy [8]). These correspond
to the surgery coefficients (µ,λ) = (−1,1). Since the shapes are real, the
tetrahedra are flat. Thus the cusp triangles degenerate to intervals. The
vertical scale in this figure has no geometric significance; we draw the triangles
as rectangles instead of as intervals in order to see their gluings. The vertical
sides of each rectangle give the vertices (of the cusp triangle) with dihedral
angle zero; the small black arrow in each rectangle points at the vertex with
dihedral angle pi.
in Theorem 5.3, veering triangulations also have unique compatible
circular orders.
On the one hand, most layered triangulations have no veering struc-
ture. On the other hand, Hodgson, Rubinstein, Tillmann, and the
second author [23, Section 4] give a veering triangulation for the SnapPy
manifold s227; they also show that s227 is not fibred. Thus Theorem 5.3
gives examples of circular orders that do not come from fibrations. We
give many more non-fibred manifolds with veering triangulations in [17,
veering census with data.txt]. We also use veering Dehn surgery
to give an infinite family of such manifolds [37].
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Figure 3.9. Another cartoon, as in Figure 3.8. Here the tetrahedron shapes
are z ≈ 1.90447711038 and w ≈ −0.411335649452 (calculated by SnapPy [8]).
These correspond to the surgery coefficients (µ,λ) = (−1.1,1).
However, the exotic transverse taut structures in Example 3.6 each
have uncountably many compatible circular orders. This raises several
questions: Suppose that (M,T , α) is a transverse taut triangulation.
What are necessary and sufficient conditions on α to ensure there is
a unique compatible order? Is this property decidable? Is there a
transverse taut ideal triangulation (M,T , α) that admits no compatible
orders? ◇
4. Geography of taut triangulations
In this section, after reviewing material on train tracks, we introduce
the new concepts of landscapes, continents, and continental exhaustions.
4.1. Train tracks. Here we will closely follow the drawing style, and
thus the imposed definitions, introduced in [1, Figure 11]. A pre-track
τ in a surface F is a locally finite, properly embedded, smooth graph.
The vertices of τ are called switches while the edges of τ are called
branches. Every switch of τ is equipped with a tangent line. We call τ
a train track if● every switch in the interior of F has at least one branch entering
on each of its two sides and
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valence at least one.
This is a variant of the usual definition (see, for example, [41, Defini-
tion 8.9.1]); we are omitting the Euler characteristic condition on the
components of F − τ .
Suppose that s ∈ τ is a switch in the interior of F . We say s is large
if s has exactly two branches entering on each side. We say s is small
if s has exactly one branch entering on each side. We say s is mixed
if one branch enters on one side of s and two enter on the other. See
Figure 4.2.
(a) A large switch. (b) A small switch. (c) A mixed switch.
Figure 4.2. Switches.
We may split (either to the right or to the left) the track τ along a
large switch to obtain a new track τ ′ ⊂ F . See Figure 4.3. After a split
the components of F − τ ′ are homeomorphic to those of F − τ ′. The
reverse of a split is called a fold.
Figure 4.3. A large switch can split either to the left or to the right.
A train route in a train track τ is a smooth embedding of [0,1], of
S1, of R≥0, or of R into τ . Such a route is called, respectively, a train
interval, a train loop, a train ray, or a train line.
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4.4. Landscapes. Suppose that (M,T , α) is a transverse taut ideally
triangulated three-manifold. Let B = B(α) be the associated taut
branched surface, made from the faces of T . Let B̃ be the preimage ofB in the universal cover M̃ .
Definition 4.5. A landscape L ⊂ B̃ is a connected embedded carried
surface, which is a union of triangles of B̃. ◇
A landscape L inherits an ideal triangulation and a co-orientation fromB. Boundary components of L (if any) are necessarily edges of T̃ . We
now restate [38, Corollary 1.1] in terms of landscapes.
Lemma 4.6. The interior of a landscape L is an open disk. 
Thus any landscape L induces a circular order on the cusps of M̃
which it meets; this circular order is compatible with the triangles
making up L.
Simple examples of landscapes include: any single face of T̃ , the upper
or lower boundary of any single tetrahedron of T̃ , or any connected
component of any lift of any surface carried by B.
Definition 4.7. Suppose that f is a face of T̃ . Suppose that t is the
tetrahedron attached to f , above f . Let e0, e1, and e2 be the edges of
f and suppose that the lower pi–edge of t is attached to e0. We define
τ f , the upper track for f as follows. The track τ f has three switches;
we place these at the midpoints of the edges ei. The track τ f has two
branches, running from e1 to e0 and from e2 to e0. The lower track
τf is defined in the same way, using the tetrahedron attached to, and
immediately below, f . See Figure 4.10. ◇
In this section, it sometimes is convenient to think of water flowing
along the branches of τ f ; in the notation of the previous paragraph, the
water flows away from e1 and e2 and flows towards e0.
Definition 4.8. We define the track-cusp of τ f by taking the switch
of τ f and adding a small neighbourhood of it in the region of f − τ f
between the two branches. See Figure 4.10. We define the track-cusps
of τf similarly. ◇
Definition 4.9. Suppose that L is a landscape on B̃. We define the
upper track τL to be the union of τ f as f runs over the ideal triangles
of L. We define τL similarly. See Figure 4.2 for simple examples. ◇
Suppose e ⊂ L is an interior edge. Drawing on the water analogy
above, we call e a sink for τL if e ∩ τL is a large switch (that is, the
flows in the two adjacent triangles flow into e). We call e a fall for
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f
(a) Two taut tetrahedra
tf and tf above and below
a face f .
τ f
(b) The upper train
track τf in f .
τf
(c) The lower train
track τf in f .
Figure 4.10. The upper track τ f points at the bottom pi–edge of tf while
the lower track τf points at the top pi–edge of tf . The track-cusps in t
f and
tf are shaded darker grey.
τL if e ∩ τL is a mixed switch (that is, the flows cross e). We call e a
watershed for τL if e ∩ τL is a small switch (that is, the flows both flow
out of e). Again, see Figure 4.2.
Remark 4.11. Note that if e ⊂ L is a sink for τL then there is a tetrahe-
dron, immediately above L, which shares two faces with L and whose
lower pi–edge is equal to e. There is a similar statement for τL. ◇
4.12. Rivers and continents.
Definition 4.13. A landscape R is an upper river if● every triangle of R meets at most two others and● every interior edge of R is a fall for τR.
For an example, see Figure 5.20(0). Note that the flows equip τR with
a consistent orientation. We call the first triangle of R the source of the
river. We call the final edge of R the mouth of the river. The number
of triangles in R is its length and is denoted `(R). Lower rivers are
defined using τL. ◇
Definition 4.14. A finite union of tetrahedra C ⊂ T̃ is a continent if● any pair of tetrahedra in C are connected by a path in C
transverse to the two-skeleton of C and● ∂C is the union of a pair of landscapes L and L′, called upper
and lower respectively, meeting only along edges with dihedral
angle zero in C.
The last property says that ∂L = ∂L′. We call this common boundary
the coast of C. Our convention is that L is above C and L′ is below. ◇
For example, a single tetrahedron in T̃ is a continent. See Figure 4.15
for a cartoon of a more complicated continent.
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Figure 4.15. A continent.
Suppose that C ⊂ M̃ is a continent with upper landscape L. Suppose
that f is any face of L. Let R ⊂ L be the maximal river with source
f . Let e be the mouth of R. Thus e is either a sink for τL or a coastal
edge of C. We can now obtain a new continent C ′ from C. Consider
the tetrahedron t with lower pi–edge equal to e. Thus t is above L;
the tetrahedron shares two faces or one face with L as e is a sink or is
coastal. In either case C ′ = C ∪ t is again a continent. Also, C ′ either
has the same cusps as C or has one more cusp than C, exactly as e
is a sink or is coastal. We call t respectively an interior landfill (or
simply an in-fill) or a coastal landfill of C. Finally, we can do the same
procedure underneath C, attaching t up to L′.
Remark 4.16. Landfilling is the only way to extend a continent by a
single tetrahedron and again have a continent. Attaching any other
tetrahedron along a face causes an overhang: the boundary of the
resulting union of tetrahedra consists of more than two landscapes. ◇
Consider a continent C ⊂ M̃ . A landscape K ⊂ C spans C if K
contains all coastal edges, and thus all cusps, of C. For example, the
upper and lower boundaries of C span C. A continent C is layered if it
contains a sequence {Li} of landscapes with L0 = L′, with LN = L, and
with Li and Li+1 cobounding a single tetrahedron.
Lemma 4.17. Suppose that (M,T , α) is a transverse taut ideally tri-
angulated three-manifold. Suppose that C ⊂ M̃ is a continent. Then C
is layered.
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Proof. Take L0 = L′. Suppose that we have found, by induction, land-
scapes Li ⊂ C, for i ≤ k, each separated from the next by a single
tetrahedron. Since L0 contains all coastal edges, the same holds for the
Li; thus each Li spans C. If Lk = L we are done. Suppose not. Let t be
any tetrahedron in C, above Lk and meeting Lk, say along the face f .
Let τ k be the upper track for Lk.
We now apply the river argument, as follows. Let R ⊂ Lk be the
maximal river with source f . Since t is attached to f we may appeal to
Remark 4.16: there are tetrahedra of C attached to every triangle of R.
Note that the mouth of R is either a sink for τ k or a coastal edge of C.
If it is a sink, then we in-fill the corresponding tetrahedron and form
Lk+1. If R flows to the coast then the coastal landfill finds a new cusp
of C. Thus Lk did not span C, a contradiction. 
We deduce that any continent C is topologically a ball. Also, every
landscape spanning C gives the same circular order to the cusps of C.
4.18. Continental exhaustions. Here is a simple, but important,
combinatorial tool.
Definition 4.19. A continental exhaustion of M̃ is a sequence of
continents {Cn}n∈N so that Cn ⊂ Cn+1 and so that M̃ = ∪Cn. ◇
Remark 4.20. Any continental exhaustion can be refined so that Cn+1
is obtained from Cn by adding exactly one tetrahedron. To see this
suppose that C ⊂ C ′ are continents. If there is a tetrahedron t of C ′
attached to C along a boundary face f then we apply the river argument
(as in the proof of Lemma 4.17) to find a tetrahedron t′ of C ′ so that
C ∪ t′ is again a continent, possibly with one more cusp. ◇
Proposition 4.21. Suppose that (M,T,α) is a transverse taut ideally
triangulated three-manifold. If M̃ admits a continental exhaustion then
M̃ is layered.
Remark 4.22. The converse of Proposition 4.21 also holds; the proof
is similar to that of Lemma 2.16. The converse is not needed for
Theorem 5.3 so we omit it. ◇
Remark 4.23. Note that Proposition 4.21 together with Lemma 2.19
imply that the transverse taut ideal triangulations of Example 3.6 do
not have layerings and thus do not have continental exhaustions. ◇
Proof of Proposition 4.21. Suppose that M̃ has a continental exhaus-
tion {Cn}. By Remark 4.20 we may assume that Cn+1 is obtained from
Cn by adding exactly one tetrahedron. Our induction hypothesis is
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that Cn is layered by Kn = {Kin}q(n)i=p(n), a sequence of n + 1 spanning
landscapes. That is,● Kp(n)n is the lower landscape for Cn,● Kq(n)n is the upper landscape for Cn,● Ki+1n is obtained from Kin by a single in-fill tetrahedron, and● q(n) − p(n) = n.
We further assume that for any m < n and for any i between p(m) and
q(m) we have● Kin ∩Cm =Kim.
Suppose now that Cn+1 is obtained from Cn by attaching the tetra-
hedron t. There are two cases: either Cn+1 has the same cusps as Cn,
or it has one more cusp than Cn.
If Cn and Cn+1 have the same cusps, then t is attached above or below
Cn. If above, then we set p(n+ 1) = p(n) and q(n+ 1) = q(n)+ 1, we set
K
q(n+1)
n+1 to be the upper landscape of Cn+1, and we set Kin+1 =Kin for all
i between p(n) and q(n). If t is below Cn then the argument is similar.
If Cn+1 has one more cusp than Cn then there is a face f , say on the
bottom of t, which meets the new cusp. Note that f is not contained in
Cn and meets exactly one coastal edge of Cn. For i between p(n) and
q(n) we take Kin+1 =Kin ∪ f and note that Kin+1 spans Cn+1. Note that
t is layered onto K
q(n)
n+1 . So set p(n + 1) = p(n), set q(n + 1) = q(n) + 1,
and define K
q(n+1)
n+1 to be the upper landscape for Cn+1.
Thus Kn+1 = {Kin}q(n+1)i=p(n+1) is the desired collection of landscapes span-
ning Cn+1.
Finally, we define Ki = ∪n∈ZKin. Note that Ki has no boundary edges
and that Ki+1 is obtained from Ki by a single in-fill. Thus {Ki}i∈Z is
the desired layering of M̃ . 
5. Veering triangulations
We now give the definition of veering, following [1, 23]. Recall that
M is given with an orientation.
Definition 5.1. A veering structure α on an ideal triangulation T is
a taut angle structure together with an edge colouring. Each edge
is coloured red or blue as follows. Suppose that t is a model taut
tetrahedron and f ⊂ t is a face. Suppose e0, e1, and e2 are the edges
of f , ordered anti-clockwise as viewed from the outside of t, with e0
having dihedral angle pi inside of t. Then e1 is red and e2 is blue. ◇
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Figure 5.2 shows a model veering tetrahedron. If T has a veering
structure α whose taut angle structure is transverse then we will say
that α is a transverse veering structure.
0 0
0
0
pi
pi
Figure 5.2. A model veering tetrahedron. The dotted edges are red; the
dashed edges are blue. The two edges with angle pi may have either colour.
See Figure 5.9a for the four possible veering tetrahedra.
We can now state the main result of this section. Recall that ∆M is
the set of cusps of M̃ .
Theorem 5.3. Suppose that (M,T , α) is a transverse veering ideally
triangulated three-manifold. Then there is a unique compatible circular
order Oα on the cusps of M̃ . Furthermore, Oα is dense and pi1(M)–
invariant.
Given the work we have already done, to prove Theorem 5.3 it suffices
to prove the following.
Proposition 5.4. Suppose that (M,T , α) is a transverse veering ideally
triangulated three-manifold. Then M̃ admits a continental exhaustion.
Proposition 5.4 and Proposition 4.21 give the following.
Corollary 5.5. Suppose that (M,T , α) is a transverse veering ideally
triangulated three-manifold. Then M̃ admits a layering. 
Proof of Theorem 5.3. Corollary 5.5 tells us that M̃ admits a layering.
Lemma 2.19 now gives the desired unique, compatible, dense, pi1(M)–
invariant circular order. 
5.6. Combinatorics of veering triangulations. We begin by setting
down some of the combinatorics of veering triangulations. Suppose that(M,T , α) is transverse veering. Suppose that f is a face of T̃ . So f has
at least one blue edge and at least one red edge. Ordering the cusps
of f as in Section 2.17 – that is, looking from above, in anti-clockwise
order – there is a unique cusp u(f) of f where the colours switch
from blue to red. Consulting Figure 5.2 we see that the branches of
the upper track τ f flow away from u(f). (Swapping colours gives a
corresponding statement for τf .) This implies that, in the presence of a
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veering structure, our upper track is the same as the train track used by
Agol [1, Main Construction] to define veering triangulations of mapping
tori. See Figure 5.7.
(a) Upper tracks. (b) Lower tracks.
Figure 5.7. The two possible faces in a veering triangulation, as viewed
from above. We draw the upper track in green, and the lower track in purple.
Definition 5.8. Suppose that t is a model veering tetrahedron.● If t has three red and three blue edges then we call t a toggle
tetrahedron.● If t has more red than blue edges (more blue than red edges)
then we call t a red (blue) fan tetrahedron. ◇
The four possible model veering tetrahedra are shown in Figure 5.9;
we also show all possible face gluings. In Figure 5.10 we show one
possibility for the tetrahedra on the two sides of an edge.
Remark 5.11. In other literature the toggles are called hinge tetrahedra;
see [18, page 1247] or [13, page 211]. ◇
We record, in Figure 5.12, the upper tracks in all possible two-triangle
veering landscapes. Note that watersheds and sinks fit together to give
the boundaries of veering tetrahedra.
Veering triangulations are far more rigid that transverse taut ideal
triangulations. Lemma 5.13 is the first piece of evidence of that; the
proofs follow from the veering hypothesis. See Figure 5.10.
Lemma 5.13. Suppose that (M,T , α) is a transverse veering ideally
triangulated three-manifold. Suppose that e is an oriented blue edge inT̃ . Then the following hold.
(1) There is exactly one tetrahedron above, and exactly one below,
e.
(2) There is at least one tetrahedron to the right of e, and similarly
to its left.
(3) If there is exactly one tetrahedron to the right of e, then it is
a blue fan tetrahedron. If there is more than one then in the
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(a) Upper tracks. (b) Lower tracks.
Figure 5.9. In each diagram: moving anti-clockwise from the top we have
a toggle tetrahedron (blue on top), a blue fan tetrahedron, the other toggle
tetrahedron (red on top), and a red fan tetrahedron. An arrow points from
one tetrahedron to another if the second tetrahedron can be glued on top of
the first. In Figure 5.9a (Figure 5.9b) we draw in each face the corresponding
upper (lower) track; the tracks on the lower faces are more faintly drawn.
Figure 5.10. One possible neighbourhood of a blue edge, e. To the right
of e there is a single blue fan tetrahedron. To its left there are two toggle
tetrahedra, one of each type, and a stack of two red fan tetrahedra. We have
not drawn the tetrahedron above e (in front of the page) or the one below e
(behind the page). See also [1, Figure 12].
resulting stack of tetrahedra contains, from bottom to top, a red-
on-top toggle, some number of red fans, and finally a blue-on-top
toggle. The same holds to the left of e.
(4) There are exactly four faces meeting e that have more blue edges
than red.
Similar statements hold when e is red instead of blue. 
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(a) A left watershed. (b) A right watershed.
(c) A left fall. (d) A right fall. (e) A sink.
Figure 5.12. Upper tracks on all possible two-triangle veering landscapes.
Black edges can be either red or blue.
Here is a more long-range restriction on the combinatorics of veering
triangulations; we will not need this until the proof of Theorem 9.23.
Lemma 5.14. Two cusps of T̃ are connected by at most one edge.
This follows from the existence of a strict angle structure [23, 13] on(T , α) and a combinatorial area argument. Here is an argument more
in the spirit of this paper.
Proof of Lemma 5.14. Fix cusps c, d ∈ ∆M and suppose that e is an edge
of T̃ connecting them. By Corollary 5.5 there is a layering K = {Ki} of
M̃ . We choose the indexing so that K0 is the lowest layer containing e.
Let τ i be the upper track in Ki. We deduce that τ 0 has a sink at
e. Applying Lemma 4.6, we define Pi ⊂Ki to be the strip of triangles
connecting c and d. Consulting Figure 5.9a and applying induction
we find that, for all i < 0, the upper train track τ i in Pi contains a
train interval between the track-cusps in the first and last triangles of
Pi. Furthermore, as i tends to negative infinity (as we descend in K),
the length of these train intervals increase (non-strictly) monotonically.
The same holds above e replacing upper train tracks with lower. 
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5.15. New continents from old. Our aim is to build a continental
exhaustion for the universal cover of a veering triangulation. Given
a continent C and a tetrahedron t, we must enlarge C to include t.
Continents do not have overhangs, so we can only add tetrahedra in
certain locations; these are given by following rivers downstream to
sinks or the coast. Adding such tetrahedra is always possible. However,
Example 3.6 shows that in the absence of veering, this procedure may
never arrive at t.
Lemma 5.16. Suppose that (M,T , α) is a transverse veering ideally
triangulated three-manifold. Suppose that C ⊂ M̃ is a continent. Suppose
that the lower track on the bottom of C has no sinks. Then this again
holds after a single coastal landfill on top of C. The corresponding
statement holds after switching top and bottom.
Proof. Suppose that t is the coastal landfill tetrahedron above C. Sup-
pose e is the lower pi–edge of t. Let f be the free lower face of t.
Suppose that t′ is the tetrahedron having e as its upper pi–edge. From
Lemma 5.13(2) we deduce that t′ cannot be glued to t along f . 
Definition 5.17. Suppose that C ⊂ M̃ is a continent with upper and
lower landscapes L and L′. We say that C is convex if neither τL nor
τL′ have sinks. ◇
For example, a continent containing only one tetrahedron is convex.
Lemma 5.18. Suppose that (M,T , α) is a transverse veering ideally
triangulated three-manifold. Suppose that C ⊂ M̃ is a continent. Then
after a finite number of in-fills above and below C we obtain a convex
continent C ′ having the same cusps as C.
Proof. We only consider the top of C; the argument below is similar.
Set C0 = C and L0 = L, the upper landscape of C. Let τ 0 be the upper
track for L0. If τ 0 has no sinks then we are done. Otherwise, suppose
that we have built Ck with upper landscape Lk. Suppose that tk = t
is any infill tetrahedron attached to Lk from above. By Lemma 4.6,
the landscape Lk is a triangulated disk. Let τ k be the upper track for
Lk; thus τ k is a tree, with all leaves on coastal edges. The track τ k+1 is
obtained from τ k by doing a single split. See Figure 5.9a. This gives a
one-to-one correspondence between the track-cusps of τ k and those of
τ k+1.
A track-cusp s of τ k in the interior of Lk meets some edge e; the
flows behind s give e a co-orientation in Lk. The orientation divides
the coastal edges into two collections: those in front of e and those
behind. When we attach tk, the track-cusp s moves forward to a new
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track-cusp s′ and a new edge e′, both in Lk+1. Again, see Figure 5.9a.
Recall that that Lk+1 and Lk have the same coastal edges. Now, at
least one coastal edge goes from being in front of e to being behind e′,
and none move forward. Any such sequence s, s′, s′′, . . . of track-cusps
eventually reaches the coast or otherwise halts.
Let n = ∣L0∣ be the number of triangles in L0, and thus in Lk. Thus
any sequence of track-cusps s, s′, s′′, . . . as above has length at most
n−1. Also, the number of track-cusps of τ 0 equals n. Thus after adding
at most n(n − 1)/2 in-fill tetrahedra we arrive at an upper track τ k
without sinks. 
Suppose that R ⊂ M̃ is a river: that is a landscape which is a strip
of triangles so that all interior edges are falls for τR. We oriented R in
the direction of the flow. Recall that `(R) is the length of R. Let ei
be the ith fall, counting from the source. We define hi to be the height
of the fall ei; that is, hi is the degree of ei in M̃ minus the degree of ei
below the river R.
Definition 5.19. The complexity of a river R is the list
c(R) = (`(R), h1, h2, . . . , h`−1)
We order complexities lexicographically. ◇
Definition 5.21. Suppose C is a convex continent; thus all rivers in
∂C flow to the coast. Suppose that f is a face of the upper boundary
of C. Let R be the maximal river with f as its source. Let f ′ be the
last triangle of R and let e′ be the mouth of R. See Figure 5.20(0) for
one possible example. Let t′ be the tetrahedron above f ′. Note that e′
is the lower edge of t′.
We now landfill t′ onto C. By Lemma 5.16, the union C ∪ t′ is again
a continent, with no new sinks in its lower boundary. We now appeal
to Lemma 5.18: after in-filling the top of C ∪ t′ a finite number of times
we obtain a convex continent C ′. We say that C ′ is the channelisation
of (C,f). ◇
Note that in general, a single channelisation process will not cover
the face f . The heart of the proof of Proposition 5.4 is in showing that
a finite number of channelisations suffices to cover f .
Proof of Proposition 5.4. We must build a continental exhaustion. We
begin by choosing an enumeration {tm}m∈N of the tetrahedra of T̃ . Our
first continent is C0 = t0; note that C0 is convex. Now suppose that
we have obtained a convex continent Cn. Let tm(n) be the smallest
tetrahedron in our enumeration which is not contained in Cn and which
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f(0)
(1) (1′)
(2′) (2)
(3′) (3)
(8) (8′)
(A) (B)
Figure 5.20. Some possible steps in a channelisation process. The figures(0), (1), . . ., (8), (A), and (B) all show rivers: (0) is the initial river and
the others arise from landfilling. The figures (1′), (2′), . . . , (8′) are forked
rivers. The primed indices count the total number of triangles in the two
distributaries after the sink. Riverbanks are shaded brown. We place a
subfigure on the left or right according to the colour of the upper edge of
the most recently added tetrahedron.
meets Cn along a face f . It will suffice to find a convex continent Cn+1
containing Cn and tm(n). (For suppose that t′ is any tetrahedron. Let{tp(k)}Kk=0 be a sequence of tetrahedra so that tp(0) = t0, so that tp(K) = t′,
and the tetrahedra tp(k) and tp(k+1) share a face. Induction proves that
tp(k) belongs to Cp(k).)
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Set t = tm(n). Breaking the symmetry of the situation, we assume
that t is above Cn. Thus f is a face of the upper landscape of Cn. (If
t is attached below, the analysis is similar.) Set C0n = Cn. Suppose
that we have constructed Ckn, convex. If t = tm(n) is contained in Ckn
then we set Cn+1 = Ckn and we are done. If not, then f is still a face
of the upper boundary of Ckn. Then we define C
k+1
n to be the result of
channelising the pair (Ckn, f). Note that Ck+1n is again convex. Let Rk
be the maximal river in the upper boundary of Ckn with f as its source.
Lemma 5.22. Suppose that f is a face of the upper boundary of both
Ckn and C
k+1
n . Then c(Rk+1) is strictly smaller than c(Rk).
Note that Lemma 5.22 completes the proof of Proposition 5.4; since
complexities are well-ordered, eventually f is not a face of some upper
landscape. At that stage t is contained in the continent, as desired.
Before giving the proof of Lemma 5.22 we require an expanded notion
of a river. We give this in the next definition. We also give an extended
example to illustrate how the proof works.
Definition 5.23. Suppose that C is a continent with upper boundary
L. Let f be a face of L. We define the forked river R = R(C,f) as
follows.
Let Rf be the maximal river in L with source f . If Rf ends at the
coast then we take R = Rf ; in this case the forked river is simply a
river. Suppose instead that Rf ends at a sink e for τL. Let f0 be the
triangle in L−Rf adjacent to e. Let e0 and e1 be the edges of f0−e. Let
Re0 and Re1 be the maximal rivers starting at e0 and e1, respectively,
and flowing away from f0. These are the distributaries flowing from f0;
they may contain zero triangles. Finally, the desired forked river is the
landscape
R = Rf ∪ f0 ∪Re0 ∪Re1
If Rei contains no triangles then we take the mouth of Rei to be ei. We
define `(R) to be the length of R: the number of triangles in R. In the
case that a forked river R contains a sink, then we say that the mouths
of R are the mouths of its distributaries. The riverbank edges of R are
the boundary edges of R other than the mouth(s). ◇
For examples of forked rivers, with distributaries of various sizes
(including zero), see subfigures (1′), (2′), (3′), and (8′) of Figure 5.20.
Example 5.24. We now discuss channelisation, illustrated in Fig-
ure 5.20, in more detail. Subfigure 5.20(0) shows a possible river Rk,
with source face f . Suppose that t′ is the coastal landfill tetrahedron.
Note that attaching t′ fills the mouth of Rk and adds one new cusp
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and two new coastal edges. After the landfill there are two possibilities
according to the colour, blue or red, of the top edge of t′. These are
shown immediately below (0) on the left and right in subfigures (1)
and (1′), respectively.
In (1) we see a river Rk+1. This is isomorphic (as a landscape) to Rk;
however the last fall of Rk+1 is less high. Thus, following Definition 5.19,
we have c(Rk+1) < c(Rk). In the remainder of the (k+1)st channelisation
procedure we in-fill all sinks on the top of Ckn ∪ t′. There are none in
Rk+1. There are none outside of the subfigure (1) because Ckn was
convex. Thus the only possible in-fill is at the track-cusp pointing out
of the top of the subfigure (1). This may lead to further sinks, which
we in-fill in their turn. However, these in-fills do not alter Rk+1 because
the only place to fill Rk+1 is at the coast.
In (1′) we have a forked river Rk1 as in Definition 5.23. Note that Rk1
has one more coastal edge than the original river Rk but has the same
riverbanks. Thus the only in-fill on the top (or bottom) of the current
continent is the unique sink in Rk1 . In (1′) the distributary on the left
riverbank has length one while the distributary to the right has length
zero.
When we in-fill the sink of Rk1, there are two possibilities, shown in(2′) and (2), as the top edge of the landfill tetrahedron is blue or red.
In example (2) we obtain a river Rk+1 which has been routed along the
distributary (to the left) in Rk1. Again we claim that c(Rk+1) < c(Rk).
Firstly, in-fills disjoint from Rk+1 do not alter it. Also, while Rk and
Rk+1 have the same length, the height of the second-to-last fall of Rk+1
is smaller than that of Rk. Since we do not control the change in height
of the last fall, our complexity is lexicographic.
In example (2′) we obtain a forked river Rk2. Note that the sink is
further upstream while the total length of the distributaries has increased
by one. Again the only in-fill on the boundary of the continent is the
sink of Rk2. At that point we will either obtain (3), a river with lower
complexity, or (3′), a forked river where the sink has moved upstream
and one of the distributaries is one triangle larger.
Continuing in this way, if we do not make a river, then eventually
the two distributaries contain all of the riverbank edges. This is shown
in the forked river of subfigure (8′). Here the sink has reached the
source and again there is a unique in-fill. Depending on the colour of
the upper edge of this in-fill, we arrive at one of the two rivers shown
in subfigures (A) or (B). In this case our continent now contains t.
The channelisation process may continue beyond (A) or (B), but by
Lemma 5.18 it eventually terminates and gives a convex continent. ◇
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We now consider the general case.
Proof of Lemma 5.22. Recall that f is the upper face of C0n = Cn which
we must layer onto. Recall that Ck+1n is the result of channelisation of
the pair (Ckn, f). By hypothesis, the face f is contained in the upper
boundary of both Ckn and C
k+1
n . Thus R
k and Rk+1 are both defined.
Set Ckn,0 = Ckn and let Ckn,i be the continent obtained after attaching
the first i landfills of this (k + 1)st channelisation. Only the first landfill
is coastal; the rest are in-fill. We define Rki to be the forked river for
the pair (Ckn,i, f).
Claim 5.25.
(1) The mouth(s) of Rki are coastal edges.
(2) Suppose that Rki contains a sink. Then `(Rki ) = `(Rk) + 1. Also,
the riverbanks of Rki are the same as those of R
k. Also, Rk ∩Rki
is the sub-river of Rk with source f that ends at the sink of Rki .
(3) Suppose i > 0 and Rki does not contain a sink. Then `(Rki ) ≤
`(Rk).
Claim 5.25 proves Lemma 5.22, as follows. By (3) the length of Rk+1
is no greater than that of Rk. If it is shorter we are done; if it is the
same length then by (2) the in-fill giving Rk+1 has reduced the height
of one fall without altering the heights further upstream.
Proof of Claim 5.25. If i = 0 then we only need check (1) for Rk0 = Rk.
This holds because Ckn is convex. We now induct on i, starting with the
base case of i = 1.
So suppose that i = 1. Let f ′ be the coastal triangle of Rk0. Let
t′ be the tetrahedron immediately above f ′. Thus Ckn,1 = Ckn,0 ∪ t′. If
f ′ = f then f is not a face of the upper boundary of Ck+1n , contrary to
hypothesis. Thus f ′ ≠ f . Thus there is an edge e′ of f ′ that is neither
on the riverbank nor coastal. There are four cases to check as the
riverbank edge of f ′ is either blue or red and as the upper edge of t′ is
either blue or red. These are very similar to the general case discussed
immediately below, so we omit them. (See Figure 5.26, but delete the
triangle attached to f ′ in the first row of figures.)
Suppose now that i > 1. If Rki contains no sink then Rk+1 = Rki+1 = Rki
and there is nothing to prove. Suppose instead that Rki contains a sink.
We define f ′ to be the triangle of Rki immediately before the sink edge.
Let t′ be the tetrahedron immediately above f ′. As before, if f ′ = f
then f does not appear in the upper boundary of the next continent,
contrary to hypothesis. So f ′ ≠ f . Let e′ be the edge of f ′ that is
neither on the riverbank nor the sink. There are again four possibilities
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according to the colours of the riverbank edge of f ′ and the upper edge
of t′. See Figure 5.26.
(1) (1′)
f ′
e′
(a) Landfilling along the blue river bank.
(2′) (2)
f ′e
′
(b) Landfilling along the red river bank.
Figure 5.26. The two possible results of attaching t′ to f ′, depending on
the colour of its uppermost edge. The river bank is shown shaded in brown.
The sink, covered by the landfill tetrahedron, can be of either colour. Since
the results are the same in each case, we here colour that edge black.
Suppose that f ′ has an edge on the blue riverbank and the upper
edge of t′ is blue. Then, as shown in Figure 5.26a(1), after attaching
t′ we have that Rki+1 is a river. We deduce that the mouth of Rki+1 is
the mouth of the distributary meeting the red riverbank of Rki , which
is coastal by induction. This proves (1) in this case. Since Rki+1 is a
river, (2) holds vacuously. Note that exactly one of the two upper faces
of t′ are contained in Rki+1. Thus Rki+1 is one triangle smaller than Rki .
Applying (2) to Rki we deduce that `(Rki+1) ≤ `(Rk). This proves (3) in
this case.
Suppose that f ′ has an edge on the blue riverbank and the upper
edge of t′ is red. Then, as shown in Figure 5.26a(1), after attaching
t′ we have that Rki+1 is again a forked river. Both lower faces of t′
belonged to Rki and both upper faces of t
′ belong to Rki+1. Thus these
forked rivers have the same number of triangles. Likewise they have
the same boundaries, and so have the same riverbanks and mouths.
The distributary meeting the blue riverbank has grown by one triangle
and the sink of Rki+1 is one triangle further upstream. This proves the
induction hypotheses in this case.
The remaining two cases (where f ′ has a red riverbank edge) are the
same, switching sides and colours correctly.
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This completes the proof of Claim 5.25. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.22. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 5.4. 
6. Branched surfaces and branch lines
Here, following ideas of Agol, given a veering triangulation (M,T , α)
we construct the upper and lower branched surfaces Bα and Bα. The
branch lines of these play an important role in Section 8.
6.1. Branched surfaces. Again, see [4, Section 6.3] for a reference on
branched surfaces.
We construct the upper branched surface Bα in two stages. First, fix
a tetrahedron t in T̃ . Let L be the two-triangle landscape above t and
L′ the two-triangle landscape below. Note that τL, the upper track for
L, is obtained from the upper track for L′ by doing a single split. If we
perform this split continuously then it sweeps out a two-complex Bt,
shown in Figure 6.2a.
The two-complex Bt is not quite a branched surface; at the unique
vertex the two one-cells are tangent rather than transverse. We abuse
terminology and nonetheless call Bt the upper branched surface, in t, in
normal position. We use this terminology because the sectors of Bt are
three normal disks : two triangles and a quadrilateral. The track-cusps
sweep along the two branch components of Bt; each branch intervals
is a normal arc in a lower face of t. The three sectors and two branch
intervals meet at the midpoint of the bottom edge of t; this is the unique
vertex of Bt. Again, see Figure 6.2a.
We now remedy the failure of Bt to be a branched surface. We foldBt in a small regular neighbourhood of its branch intervals. We call the
result the dual position of Bt because, after folding, Bt is isotopic to the
dual two-skeleton for t. See Figure 6.2b; note how the branch locus is
no longer contained in the lower faces of t.
We now push Bt down to M . We define Bα ⊂M , the upper branched
surface in normal position or in dual position, to be the union ∪t∈T Bt
where the latter are also in normal or dual position.
Remark 6.3. We justify giving a single name, Bα, to the two positions
with the following claim: the normal and dual positions of Bα are
isotopic in M . To see this, start with Bα in normal position. Now
isotope Bα slightly upwards. This makes the branch locus transverse
to B(α). We may then isotope a bit further, to make the branch
locus self-transverse. The result is Bα in dual position. Again, see
Figure 6.2b. ◇
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(a) Normal position. (b) Dual position.
Figure 6.2. Two positions of the upper branched surface in a tetrahedron.
We will almost always draw Bα in its simpler, normal, position. We
define Bα similarly, in both its normal and dual position, by using the
lower tracks τL and τL′ to build Bt, and so on.
Remark 6.4. Note that Bα and Bα (in dual position) are both isotopic
to the dual two-skeleton of T . Thus Bα is isotopic to Bα. Again, see
Figure 6.2b. ◇
6.5. Sectors. We now consider the various ways the normal quadrilat-
erals and triangles can meet. See Figure 5.9a. Recall that α endows
the faces and edges of B(α) with a co-orientation.
Remark 6.6. Suppose that D is a sector of Bα (in normal position).
Then D is a disk which● contains exactly one normal quadrilateral,● contains two (possibly empty) collections of normal triangles
above the normal quadrilateral (to its left and right),● has exactly one upper (lower) vertex where α points out of (into)
D, at the top (bottom) of the normal quadrilateral,● has two cusp vertices where ∂D has a cusp with respect to α,
and● has one under-side vertex where α points into D, at the bottoms
of each normal triangle. ◇
See Figure 6.7 for a fairly generic example of a sector of Bα.
We refer to [4, Definitions 6.9 and 6.14, page 215] for the defini-
tions of surface laminations in three-manifolds, their leaves, essential
laminations, and how branched surfaces carry laminations. Further
investigation of the upper and lower branched surfaces show that they
are laminar in the sense of Tao Li [29, Definition 1.4]. Thus they carry
essential laminations. We reprove this result in our setting to get a
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combinatorial understanding of the laminations and their uniqueness
properties. See Sections 8.24 and 8.26.
Figure 6.7. Any sector of Bα (in normal position) contains exactly one nor-
mal quadrilateral and some (perhaps zero) normal triangles. The boundary
of the sector is drawn in black, while internal boundaries between normal
disks are drawn in green.
Any leaf of any lamination carried by Bα inherits a decomposition into
sectors. We have drawn a small portion of one such leaf in Figure 6.8.
It is carried by the upper branched surface for the veering triangulation
of the figure-eight knot complement, given in Figure 3.2.
Figure 6.8. The decomposition of a leaf into sectors, and then into normal
disks. Here we draw the normal disks in a polygonal style, without the
smoothing coming from B(α). This leaf is carried by the upper branched
surface for the veering triangulation of the figure-eight knot complement
given in Figure 3.2. There are two kinds of sector, here coloured light blue
and light red according to the colour of the dual edge, as in Remark 6.4.
6.9. Branch lines. The branched surface Bα ⊂M cuts M into a dis-
joint union of upper cusp neighbourhoods. Each of these is homeomorphic
to a torus crossed with a ray. Suppose that cˇ is a cusp of M and Nˇ is
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the corresponding upper cusp neighbourhood. We will abuse notation
slightly and identify Nˇ with its closure in the induced path metric;
this makes Nˇ homeomorphic to a torus cross an interval. The inner
boundary of Nˇ receives a piecewise smooth structure from Bα. The
locus of non-smooth points in ∂Nˇ is the union of upper branch loops for
Nˇ . The name comes from the fact that the union of all branch loops
for all upper cusp neighbourhoods surjects the one-skeleton of Bα.
Suppose that Sˇ is an upper branch loop in Nˇ . Let c be a lift of cˇ to
M̃ . Let N c be the corresponding lift of Nˇ . Let S ⊂ N c be a lift of Sˇ.
We call S an upper branch line.
Lemma 6.10. Branch lines are in fact lines – not intervals, rays, or
loops.
Proof. With notation as immediately above: S cannot be an interval or a
ray as Sˇ is a loop and so has no boundary. Consulting Figure 6.2a we find
that we may orient Sˇ to everywhere agree with the co-orientation given
by α. Thus Sˇ is vertical in sense of [38, Definition 2.2]. Applying [38,
Theorem 3.2] we find that Sˇ is essential in pi1(M). 
Definition 6.11. We say two upper branch lines S and T in N c are
adjacent if they are not separated by a third branch line in N c. ◇
Figure 6.12. The boundary of an upper cusp neighbourhood N c: the
component of M̃ − B̃α containing the cusp c. The black lines represent the
branch lines in N c.
We now show that Figure 6.12 and 6.13 is an accurate depiction of
an upper cusp neighbourhood.
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c
Figure 6.13. A portion of an upper cusp neighbourhood N c as it intersects
a layer K. The track-cusps in K associated to c are shaded grey.
Lemma 6.14. Suppose that c is a cusp of M̃ . Let {Si} be the branch
lines on the boundary of N = N c. Fix K a layer of some layering K of
M̃ .
(1) The upper branch lines in N , equipped with the adjacency rela-
tion, are naturally indexed by Z.
(2) For each i, there is a unique track-cusp si of Si meeting K.
(3) The intersection N ∩K is contained in the faces of K incident
to c. The track-cusp si points away from c, in the face that
contains si and meets c.
(4) The strip in ∂N cobounded by Si and Si+1 meets K in a train
interval running from si to si+1.
(5) The cusp neighbourhood N is homeomorphic to (N ∩K) ×R.
Proof. In Lemma 6.10 we showed that the upper branch loops give
essential loops when projected to their boundary torus. Since they are
also disjoint, they are parallel, giving (1). See Figure 6.12.
Let s and s′ be adjacent track-cusps of Si, with s′ above s. Let f
and f ′ be the faces of B̃ that contain s and s′ respectively.
Let L be the highest layer of K containing f ; let L′ be the lowest
layer that contains f ′. Thus L and L′ are consecutive layers and there
is a single tetrahedron, t, between them. Consulting Figure 6.2a, we see
that that f is a lower face of t while f ′ is an upper face. Thus s is not
contained in L′ and s′ is not contained in L. A similar argument, below
f , proves that any layer containing f meets Si exactly at s. Thus (2)
now follows by induction on the number of layers between L and K.
The intersection N ∩K is a component of K − τK . For any face f ,
the train track τ f cuts f into three pieces, each containing exactly one
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cusp of f and disjoint from the opposite edge. See Figure 6.13. This
proves (3).
The strip in ∂N cobounded by Si and Si+1 meets K transversely
within τK . The endpoints are the switches contained in si and si+1,
giving (4). Again, see Figure 6.13.
Suppose that K ′ is the layer of K immediately above K. Move K
and K ′ slightly apart, keeping both carried by the branched surface B̃.
Let t be the tetrahedron between K and K ′. If t ∩N is empty then K
and K ′ cobound a product region P ≅ (N ∩K) × [0,1]. The product
P is in turn carried by B̃. Suppose instead that t ∩N is non-empty.
Away from t the layers again cobound a product region P0. Let Qt be
a small closed neighbourhood of t. Inside of Qt ∩N the layers K and
K ′ cobound a small neighbourhood Pt of t ∩N . Consulting Figure 6.2a
we see that Pt is again a product region. We form P = P0 ∪ Pt. Again
P ≅ (N ∩K) × [0,1] and we have proven (5). See Figure 6.12. 
Remark 6.15. Lemma 6.14(1) is a version of [13, Observation 2.3]
in our context. The branch loops in M equip every component of
∂M with a branch slope; these are called the ladderpole slopes in [13,
Observation 2.4]. These are closely related to the sutures of sutured
manifolds [15, Definition 2.6], the parabolic locus of pared manifolds [32,
Definition 4.8], the degeneracy slopes of [16, page 62], and the maw
loops of [33, page 27]. ◇
Definition 6.16. Let K be a layer of a layering. A train ray in τK
travels through the triangles of K, entering through one edge of each
triangle and exiting through the edge either to the left or the right. We
refer to the former as a left turn and the latter as a right turn. ◇
We now have the following corollaries of Lemma 6.14.
Corollary 6.17. Suppose that K is a layer of a layering and ρ is a
train ray in the upper track τK on K. Then ρ turns both left and right
infinitely often. The same is true for a train ray in the lower track τK.
Proof. Suppose that ρ is a train ray that only turns left. Then it turns
around a cusp, which cannot have track-cusps pointing away from it
beyond the start of ρ. This contradicts Lemma 6.14. 
Corollary 6.18. Suppose that S is an upper branch line of B̃α in M̃ .
Then there are track-cusps of S contained in the lower faces of toggle
tetrahedra. In particular S meets both red and blue edges periodically.
Proof. Lemma 6.14(2) tells us that the upper branch line S passes
through a bi-infinite vertical sequence {si}i∈Z of track-cusps. Let fi be
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the face containing si. Let ti be the tetrahedron immediately above
fi. Suppose, for a contradiction, that ti is always a fan tetrahedron.
It follows that all of the ti are same colour and attached to a single
edge of the opposite colour. See Figure 5.9. But this contradicts the
finiteness of edge degrees. 
7. The veering circle
In this section, from the data (M,T , α), we build the veering circle
S1(α). Here is the desired statement.
Theorem 7.1. Suppose that (M,T , α) is a transverse veering ideally
triangulated three-manifold. Then the order completion of (∆M ,Oα) is
a circle S1(α) with the following properties.
(1) The action of pi1(M) on ∆M extends to give a continuous, faith-
ful, orientation-preserving action on S1(α).
(2) Furthermore, all orbits are dense.
7.2. Arcs at infinity. We introduce several pieces of notation.
Definition 7.3. Suppose that (M,T , α) is a transverse veering ideally
triangulated three-manifold. Suppose that a and b are cusps in ∆M .
Define [a, b]Á∆ = {c ∈ ∆M ∣Oα(a, c, b) ≥ 0}
This is the arc in ∆M that is anti-clockwise of a and clockwise of b.
Now fix an edge e of T̃ . Orient e by ordering the cusps c and c′
at the ends of e. This, together with the transverse taut structure
α̃ determines a co-orientation of e using the right-hand rule. We set
∆(e) = [c′, c]Á∆. Note that e and ∆(e) have the same endpoints. The
co-orientation on e points towards the arc ∆(e). See Figure 7.4. ◇
c c′
e
∆(e)
Figure 7.4. The arc ∆(e) (drawn dashed) in ∆M corresponding to a
co-oriented edge e.
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Let K be a layer of a layering of M̃ . Suppose that ρ is a train ray in
the upper track τK . Let {en}n∈N be the sequence of co-oriented edges
crossed by ρ; here the co-orientation of en agrees with the orientation
of ρ. Note that the arc ∆(en+1) is contained in, and shares exactly one
endpoint with, the arc ∆(en).
Lemma 7.5. Let {en} be the edges crossed by the train ray ρ. Then
the nested intersection ∩∆(en) is empty.
Proof. The edges in K make it into a copy of the Farey tessellation
(Lemma 4.6). The dual graph is an infinite trivalent tree T . Suppose
that c is a cusp of M̃ . Let H be the line in T adjacent to c. Note that
ρ gives a path in T . By Corollary 6.17, ρ turns left and right infinitely
often. Thus no sub-ray of ρ is contained in H.
Among the edges {en} of K crossed by ρ, let em be the last one which
is as close as possible to H. Thus, either em is the last edge (that ρ
crosses) that meets c, or em is the second edge (that ρ crosses) of a
Farey triangle, the third edge of which separates ρ from c. In either
case, c is not in the arc ∆(em+1). 
Suppose that S is an upper branch line. Let {sn}n∈Z be the track-
cusps of S, where sn+1 is the track-cusp immediately above sn. Let
en be the edge meeting sn. We co-orient en away from sn. Note that
∆(en+1) is contained in, and shares exactly one endpoint with, ∆(en).
See Figure 5.9a for examples.
Lemma 7.6. Let {en} be the edges crossed by the branch line S. Then
the nested intersection ∩∆(en) is empty.
The proof of Lemma 7.6 is more difficult than that of Lemma 7.5.
This is because a branch line, unlike a train ray, is never contained in a
single layer of a layering, by Lemma 6.14(2).
Proof of Lemma 7.6. Fix a cusp c of M̃ . By Proposition 5.4 there is a
continent C which meets both S and c. By Lemma 5.18 we can assume
that C is convex. We define a sequence of convex continents {Cn} as
follows.
Let C0 = C. Let Ln be the upper landscape of Cn, let sn be the
track-cusp of Ln meeting S, and let fn ⊂ Ln be the face containing sn.
Note that the edge of fn meeting sn is one of the edges associated to S.
Choosing indices correctly, we arrange that en (the edge crossed by S,
defined above) lies in fn. Note that en is co-oriented away from fn.
Let τn be the upper track for Ln and let Rn ⊂ Ln be the maximal
river with fn as its source. Since Cn is convex, the mouth, e′n say, of
Rn is coastal. We co-orient e′n away from Cn. Let cn and dn be the
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cusps at the endpoints of e′n meeting the left and right riverbanks of
Rn, respectively. To obtain Cn+1 we channelise repeatedly until the face
fn is covered; by Lemma 5.22 this process terminates.
The proof of the following claim is omitted; it is similar to the analysis
of forked rivers in Lemma 5.22. See Figure 5.20.
Claim. For all n, the interval ∆(e′n+1) is strictly contained in ∆(e′n).
For all n > 0, the interval ∆(en) shares an endpoint with ∆(e′n). This
shared endpoint is cn or dn as the edge en is blue or red. 
By Corollary 6.18, both colours appear amongst the edges {en}. Thus,
repeated channelisation eventually removes the original cusp c from∩∆(en). 
7.7. Completing the cusps. Again we refer to [42, Section 2], [4,
Section 2.6], and [12, Chapter 3] as references for circular orders.
Suppose that ∆ is a countable set and O is a dense circular order in
the sense of Definition 2.4. The order completion of the pair (∆,O) is
homeomorphic to S1. The construction is essentially identical that of R
from the pair (Q,<). See [42, Proposition 2.1.7] or [4, Theorem 2.47].
Definition 7.8. Suppose that (M,T , α) is a transverse veering ideally
triangulated three-manifold. Note that ∆M , the set of cusps of M̃ , is
countable. Let Oα be the dense circular order given by Theorem 5.3.
Thus the order completion of (∆M ,Oα) is a circle S1(α); we call this
the veering circle. ◇
For x, y ∈ S1(α) we define [x, y]Á to be the arc of S1(α) anti-clockwise
of x and clockwise of y. Note that if x and y are cusps then this arc
is the closure of [x, y]Á∆. Similarly, we define A(e) ⊂ S1(α) to be the
closure of ∆(e).
We have the following corollary of Lemmas 7.5 and 7.6.
Corollary 7.9. Suppose that {en} is the sequence of edges of T̃ crossed
by either an (upper or lower) train ray ρ or an (upper or lower) branch
line S. Then the intersection ∩A(en) is a single non-cusp point of
S1(α). 
We call this point the endpoint at infinity and it is denoted by ∂ρ or
∂S, respectively. An oriented train line σ has two endpoints at infinity,
denoted ∂±σ.
Remark 7.10. Suppose that K is a layer of a layering of M̃ . Applying
Lemma 4.6, the triangulation of K is a copy of the Farey tessellation.
Fix x ∈ S1(α).
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co-oriented towards x, form a closed neighbourhood basis for x.● If x is a cusp then the unions {A(e) ∪A(e′)}, for edges e and
e′ of K both meeting x and co-oriented away from each other,
form a closed neighbourhood basis for x. ◇
Proof of Theorem 7.1(1). Fix δ ∈ pi1(M). Suppose that a, b ∈ ∆M are
distinct cusps. Since δ preserves the circular order on ∆M (by Theo-
rem 5.3) the image of [a, b]Á ∩∆M is [δa, δb]Á ∩∆M . This implies that
δ is well-defined on the non-cusp points of S1(α). and thus sends arcs
to arcs. Thus δ is continuous and orientation preserving, and so is δ−1.
Thus δ is a homeomorphism. Finally, the action is faithful because ∆M
embeds into S1(α). 
7.11. Parabolics. For the proof of Theorem 7.1(2) we require one
further tool. Suppose that cˇ is a cusp of M . Let Nˇ ⊂M be the upper
cusp neighbourhood of cˇ. Fix a basepoint pˇ ∈ Nˇ . We lift to obtain a
cusp c ∈ ∆M and a basepoint p ∈ N = N c. This gives an isomorphism
between pi1(M) and the deck group of M̃ , and thus an isomorphism
between Stab(c) and pi1(Nˇ). We suppress this from our notation.
Definition 7.12. Let β ∈ Stab(c) be the based homotopy class whose
free homotopy class contains any (thus all) oriented branch loops Sˇ in
∂Nˇ . In an abuse of notation we again call β the branch slope. ◇
Suppose that K is a layer of a layering of M̃ . By Lemma 6.14(1)
we may index the branch lines of N = N c, say {Si}i∈Z, so that Si and
Si+1 are adjacent. By Lemma 6.14(2) there is a unique track-cusp si
of Si contained in K. We choose the indexing so that the si march
anti-clockwise around the disk N ∩K as i increases. By Lemma 6.14(3),
each of the si meets an edge ei which we co-orient away from c. See
Figure 6.13. By Corollary 7.9 we deduce that ∂Si ∈ A(ei). From
Remark 7.10 and Lemma 6.14(4) we deduce that the points ∂Si tend to
c as i tends to infinity. See Figure 7.13. We summarise this discussion
as follows.
Lemma 7.14. Suppose that c ∈ ∆M is a cusp and {Si} are its upper
branch lines. Then we have the following.
(1) S1(α) − {c} = ⋃i [∂Si, ∂Si+1]Á
(2) The branch slope β ∈ Stab(c) fixes ∂Si for all i.
(3) Suppose that γ ∈ Stab(c) is not a power of the branch slope β.
Then there is a non-zero integer k so that γ(∂Si) = ∂Si+k for all
i. Also, if x is any point of S1(α) then γn(x) converges to c as
n tends to infinity. 
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c
∂S−2
∂S−1s−1
∂S0
s0
∂S1
s1
∂S2
∂S3
Figure 7.13. The points {∂Si} converge to c as i tends to infinity. Compare
with Figure 6.13.
Proof of Theorem 7.1(2). Fix any point x ∈ S1(α). Also, fix a cusp
c ∈ ∆M . Suppose that γ ∈ Stab(c) is not a power of the branch slope.
By Lemma 7.14(3) the sequence γn(x) converges to c. Thus the orbit of
x accumulates on ∆M ; the latter is dense in S1(α) by construction. 
8. Laminations
In this section we build the upper and lower laminations Λα and Λα
within S1(α). In fact, we will only do this for the upper lamination;
the arguments go through without change for the lower.
Theorem 8.1. Suppose that (M,T , α) is a transverse veering ideally
triangulated three-manifold. Then there is a lamination Λα in S1(α)
with the following properties.
(1) The upper lamination Λα is pi1(M)–invariant.
(2) The upper lamination Λα suspends to give a pi1(M)–invariant
lamination Σ̃α in M̃ ; this descends to M to give a lamination
Σα which
(a) is carried by the upper branched surface Bα,
(b) has only plane, annulus and Mo¨bius band leaves, and
(c) is essential.
(3) Suppose that Σ is a lamination carried by Bα. Then after col-
lapsing parallel leaves, Σ is tie-isotopic to Σα.
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There is also a lamination Λα with the same properties with respect toBα.
We prove this in parts, first giving the necessary definitions for each.
8.2. Laminations in the circle. Following Thurston [41, page 187],
we define M =M(S1) to be the Mo¨bius band past infinity ; this is equal
to S1 × S1, minus the diagonal and quotiented by the symmetry that
interchanges the two factors. A leaf at infinity λ = λ(a, b) is the point
of M with endpoints a and b. Suppose that µ = λ(c, d) is another leaf.
We say λ and µ are asymptotic if they share an endpoint.
We say that λ and µ are linked if all of a, b, c, and d are distinct and
if c and d are contained in different components of S1 − {a, b}. In all
other cases we say that λ and µ are unlinked.
Definition 8.3. A lamination at infinity Λ in S1 is a closed subset ofM for which no pair of leaves λ,µ ∈ Λ are linked. ◇
To explain the terminology, recall that S1 is the Gromov boundary of the
hyperbolic plane H2 and that M parametrises the space of unoriented
bi-infinite geodesics in H2.
8.4. From cusps to train lines. Fix c a cusp, set N = N c and let
S be an upper branch line of N . Suppose that s is a track-cusp of S;
suppose that f is the face of T̃ containing s. Note that c is a vertex of
f . We define a connecting arc `f(c, s) ⊂ f to be● a smooth arc in f ,● connecting c to the switch in s, and● meeting τ f only at that switch.
We take `f(s, c) = `f(c, s). If K is a layer containing f , then we set
`K(c, s) = `f(c, s). See Figure 8.5.
c
s
Figure 8.5. The connecting arc (drawn dotted) from the cusp c to the
track-cusp s.
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Definition 8.6. Suppose that K is a layer of a layering. Lemma 6.14(2)
implies that the upper branch line S meets K in a track-cusp, say s.
We define `K(c, S) ⊂K and `K(s,S) ⊂K, a cusp line and its cusp train
ray, as follows.● `K(c, S) is a smooth line properly embedded in K, containing s,● `K(c, S) = `K(c, s) ∪ `K(s,S),● `K(c, s) ∩ `K(s,S) is the switch contained in s,● `K(s,S) is a train ray carried by τK , and● ∂`K(s,S) = ∂S. ◇
Lemma 8.7. Suppose that K is a layer of a layering K. Suppose that
S is an upper branch line in the boundary of N c. Then a cusp line
`K(c, S) exists and is unique (up to isotopy of the connecting arc).
Proof. Choose indices in K = {Ki} so that K0 =K. We define τ i to be
the upper track for Ki. Also, applying Lemma 6.14(2), we choose the
indexing of the track-cusps of S so that si is the track-cusp of S in Ki.
Note that here we allow si+1 = si.
Let Φi∶ τ i+1 → τ i be the carrying map; it is the identity everywhere
except at one watershed which is folded by Φi to produce a sink. See
Figure 6.2. Note that Φi sends switches to switches. However, if si+1 ≠ si
then Φi(si+1) ≠ si. Again see Figure 6.2. We extend Φi to obtain a
map from Ki+1 to Ki. It is a homeomorphism on all components of
Ki+1−τ i+1 except for two. In those two it crushes two track-cusps which
are then carried by τ i.
Fix i < j and define Φi,j ∶ τ j → τ i by composing carrying maps. When
i = j we take Φi,i to be the identity map.
For each i, fix a connecting arc `i = `i(c, si) ⊂Ki. We arrange matters
so that Φi,i+1(`i+1) contains `i. Set `i,j = Φi,j(`j). Thus, for any i ≤ j ≤ k
we have `i,j ⊂ `i,k. Furthermore, the containment is proper whenever
sk ≠ sj.
We now set
`i(c, S) = ∪i≤j`i,j and `i(si, S) = `i(c, S) − `i(c, si)
We now verify that these are a cusp line and its cusp train ray. First,
`i(c, S) is carried by τ i so it is a one-manifold. Second, it contains c.
Third, it is a properly embedded line in Ki because it is an ascend-
ing union that does not stabilise. Fourth, it contains `i(c, si). Also
Φi,j(`j(c, S)) = `i(c, S). Thus `0(c, S) and `i(c, S) are identical in M̃
away from at most i tetrahedra (those between K0 and Ki). We deduce
that ∂`0(c, S) = ∂`i(c, S) for all i.
Take ei to be the edge pointed at by the track-cusp si. Recall that
by Corollary 7.9, the unique point of ∩A(ei) is ∂S. Since the cusp
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train ray `i(si, S) crosses ei, we deduce that ∂`i(si, S) lies in A(ei).
Thus ∂`0(s0, S) = ∂S. We now set `K(c, S) = `0(c, S) and the proof is
complete. 
With notation as in the previous lemma, we define λ(c, ∂S) to be
an (upper) cusp leaf associated to S. We abbreviate the notation and
usually write λ(c, S) for λ(c, ∂S).
Lemma 8.8. Any pair of upper cusp leaves λ(c, S) and λ(d, T ) are
unlinked.
Proof. If c = d then λ(c, S) and λ(c, T ) are asymptotic and thus un-
linked.
Now assume that c ≠ d. Fix a layer K of a layering. Recall that
`K(c, s) and `K(d, t) are the resulting connecting arcs. These are disjoint.
This also holds for all layers above K; applying the carrying maps we
deduce that `K(c, S) does not cross `K(d, T ). 
Lemma 8.9. Suppose that S and T are upper branch lines. If ∂S = ∂T
then S = T .
Proof. Let {Ki} be a layering of M̃ . Let τ i be the upper track for Ki.
Again, applying Lemma 6.14(2), we index the track-cusps of S so that
si lies in Ki; we define ti similarly.
Let `0(s0, S) and `0(t0, T ) be the cusp train rays given by Lemma 8.7.
Since ∂S = ∂T , the cusp train rays eventually cross the same collection
of edges in K0.
If neither of `0(s0, S) and `0(t0, T ) is contained in the other, then
their union is a sub-tree Y ⊂ τ 0. Note that Y has a single trivalent
vertex, smoothed according to τ 0. There is a track-cusp, say u0, at this
vertex. Let U be the branch line running through u0. Let a, b and c be
the cusps associated to S, T , and U . Appealing to Lemma 8.8, we find
that the cusp leaf λ(c,U) does not link either λ(a,S) or λ(b, T ). Thus
∂U = ∂S = ∂T and so `0(u0, U) ⊂ `0(t0, T ).
Relabelling if necessary, we thus restrict to the case where `0(s0, S) ⊂
`0(t0, T ). If they are equal, we are done. For a contradiction, suppose
that they are not equal. Consulting Figure 5.9a, we deduce that
`i(si, S) ⊂ `i(ti, T ) for all i. Thus, the track-cusps ti follow behind the
track-cusps si forever. Let `i(ti, si) = `i(ti, T ) − `i(si, S) be the train
interval in τ i connecting ti to si.
For each train track τ i, we measure the trailing distance di, as follows.
This is the number of track-cusps incident to `i(ti, si) (including si but
excluding ti) that point in the same direction as si. Figure 8.10 shows
an example where di equals four.
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ti
1
2
3 si
Figure 8.10. Counting the distance between track-cusps ti and si.
We claim that di+1 ≤ di. To see this, note that as we move up through
the layers, track-cusps move by splitting past each other. Thus, track-
cusps pointing in the same direction as si may leave `i(ti, si) but no
such track-cusps may enter.
Thus, above some layer, say Kj, the trailing distance di becomes
constant. So for i > j all of the track-cusps in `i(ti, si) follow si forever.
We now consider the branch line V with track-cusps vi that follow
immediately behind si in `i(ti, si); that is, at trailing distance one.
vi si
(a) A strip of triangles containing `i(vi, si).
si
(b) Before landfill-
ing a tetrahedron t
above si.
si+1
(c) If the upper
edge of t is blue.
si+1
(d) If the upper
edge of t is red.
Figure 8.11
Let Pi be the minimal strip of triangles containing `i(vi, si). Break-
ing symmetry, we assume that `j(vj, sj) enters the face containing sj
through a red edge. Figure 8.11a shows an example of what Pj could
look like.
For i ≥ j, as we move from layer Ki to Ki+1 there are three possibilities;
the tetrahedron t between them either:● misses Pi,● is layered on the edge that si points at, or
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The tetrahedron t cannot meet any other edges of Pi as they are not
sinks.
If we layer onto the edge meeting si, as shown in Figure 8.11b, then
there are two possibilities, depending on the colour of the upper edge
of t. These are shown in Figures 8.11c and 8.11d. Either the length of
Pi+1 equals that of Pi or goes up by one, with the new triangle being a
majority red triangle. In this case, Pi+1 has one more internal red edge
than Pi.
If we layer onto the edge meeting vi, then the track-cusp vi splits
past the first track-cusp pointing backwards along Pi. Thus Pi+1 is one
triangle shorter than Pi. Note then, that there is no way for Pi+1 to have
more internal blue edges than Pi has. Thus the branch line V visits
only a finite number of blue edges. This contradicts Corollary 6.18. 
8.12. Building the laminations. Suppose that S and T are adjacent
upper branch lines lying in N = N c. Fix a layer K of a layering; let
s and t be the upper track-cusps in K given by S and T respectively
(Lemma 6.14(2)). Since S and T are adjacent, there is a train interval
`K(s, t) ⊂ τK ∩ ∂N connecting s to t (Lemma 6.14(4)). See Figure 6.13.
We define the boundary train line in K between S and T to be
`K(S,T ) = `K(S, s) ∪ `K(s, t) ∪ `K(t, T )
We define the (upper) boundary leaf to be λ(S,T ) = λ(∂S, ∂T ). Suppose
now that R is the other branch line in N adjacent to S. Then we say
that λ(R,S) is adjacent to λ(S,T ).
Definition 8.13. We define Λα, the upper lamination for (M,T , α),
to be the closure, taken in the Mo¨bius band M, of the union of upper
boundary leaves:
Λα = ∪λ(S,T )
Here the pairs (S,T ) range over all adjacent upper branch lines. We give
Λα ⊂M the subspace topology. Non-boundary leaves are called interior
leaves. Similarly, we define Λα using the lower boundary leaves. ◇
Remark 8.14. We justify the names boundary and interior for leaves of
Λα in Lemma 8.18. ◇
Definition 8.15. Any leaf λ ∈ Λα separates S1(α) into two components,
which we call the two sides of λ. ◇
Here we gather together the basic properties of Λα.
Lemma 8.16. The upper lamination Λα has the following properties.
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(1) It is a lamination.
(2) It is pi1(M)–invariant.
(3) For any leaf λ ∈ Λα and for any layer K of any layering, there
is a train line ` carried by τK with the same endpoints as λ.
(4) No endpoint of any leaf is a cusp.
(5) A pair of distinct leaves λ,λ′ ∈ Λα share an endpoint if and only
if they are adjacent boundary leaves.
Replacing upper by lower, we obtain the same properties for Λα.
Proof.
(1) Being linked is an open property of pairs of leaves in M, so it
suffices to prove that any pair of upper boundary leaves λ(S,T )
and λ(U,V ) are unlinked. We fix a layer K and argue that the
associated boundary train lines `K(S,T ) and `K(U,V ) are un-
linked. Suppose that S,T ⊂ N c and U,V ⊂ Nd. We consider the
unions `K(S, c)∪ `K(c, T ) and `K(U,d)∪ `K(d, V ). If c = d then
we are done by the definition of adjacency and by Lemma 6.14(1).
If c ≠ d then, by Lemma 8.8, the set {∂U, d, ∂V } is contained in
exactly one of the components of S1(α) − {∂S, c, ∂T}.
(2) Suppose that γ ∈ pi1(M) is a deck transformation. Suppose that
S and T are upper branch lines. Then S and T are adjacent if
and only if γ(S) and γ(T ) are adjacent. Thus the collection of
upper boundary leaves is pi1(M)–invariant and hence so is its
closure.
(3) If λ = λ(S,T ) is a boundary leaf, then we take ` = `K(S,T ) to
be the associated boundary train line.
Suppose instead that λ is an interior leaf. Let x and x′ be
the endpoints of λ and orient λ from x to x′. Fix a sequence{λn} of oriented upper boundary leaves converging to λ. If x′ is
a cusp then we pass to a subsequence of the λn to force their
positive endpoints to converge to x′ monotonically and from one
side. Applying (1), we deduce that the negative endpoints of
the λn converge to x monotonically and from the same side. Let
`n ⊂ τK be the boundary train line associated to λn.
We now apply Remark 7.10: pick nested neighbourhood bases
of x and x′ respectively. If either point is a cusp then its bases
require a pair of edges; however we will only keep those edges on
the same side as the λn. This gives us two collections of nested
edges {ei} and {e′j}. We pass to subsequences repeatedly (both
of the λn and of the ei) to arrange that λj links both ej and e′j.
Recall that τK is a tree. Thus the train line `j crosses both of
ej and e′j and runs along a unique train interval Lj that runs
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from ej to e′j. Note that Lj is a subinterval of all `k for k ≥ j.
Also, since the two collections of edges are each nested, we have
Lj ⊂ Lj+1. Thus ` = ∪jLj is the desired train line.
(4) This follows from property (3) and Corollary 7.9.
(5) The backwards direction is immediate. For the forward direction,
suppose that λ and λ′ are distinct leaves of Λα that share a
single common endpoint, x. Let y and y′ be the other endpoints
of λ and λ′, respectively.
Suppose that both λ and λ′ are boundary leaves. Lemma 8.9
implies that there is a branch line S so that x = ∂S. Thus λ and
λ′ are adjacent.
Suppose instead that λ is an interior leaf. Let K be a layer of
a layering of M̃ . By (3), there are train lines ` and `′ carried by
τK with the same endpoints as λ and λ′ respectively. Thus the
union of ` and `′ forms a sub-tree Y ⊂ τK with a single trivalent
vertex, smoothed according to τK . See Figure 8.17.
y
∂S′
t s
c y′
x
Figure 8.17. One possible picture for an asymptotic pair of train lines.
There is a track-cusp s at the vertex of Y . Let S be the branch
line containing s and let c be its associated cusp. The points y
and y′ are on opposite sides of `K(c, S). Let S′ be the branch
line adjacent to S on the side containing y. Then `K(S,S′) is
a boundary train line. By (1), it does not link either ` or `′.
Thus `K(S,S′) has one endpoint at x = ∂S and the other at
∂S′. Since λ is not a boundary leaf, we have that ` ≠ `K(S,S′).
Thus, the ∂S′ is not equal to y. We deduce that in S1(α), the
point ∂S′ is separated from x by {y, y′}.
As in the above argument, the union of ` and `K(S,S′) forms
a sub-tree giving a new track-cusp, t. Let T be the branch line
passing through t. Again, x = ∂T . This implies that ∂S = ∂T .
However, s ≠ t so Lemma 6.14(2) implies that S ≠ T . This
contradicts Lemma 8.9. 
Proof of Theorem 8.1(1). Parts (1) and (2) of Lemma 8.16 give the
desired statement. 
Lemma 8.18. For either side of an interior leaf λ ∈ Λα, there is a
sequence of boundary leaves λk that converge to λ from that side. A
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boundary leaf λ ∈ Λα is also a limit of boundary leaves λk, but only on
the side not containing its cusp.
Proof. Let K be a layer of a layering. Let ` be the oriented train line
carried by τK with the same endpoints as λ. Suppose that s0 is a
track-cusp on the side of ` from which we wish to approach. This exists
by Corollary 6.17. See Figure 8.19.
s2
∂S1 ∂S
′
0
s0
∂S0 ∂S
′
1
s1
∂S2
s3
Figure 8.19. Approaching a leaf by a sequence of boundary leaves.
The track-cusp s0 is part of a branch line S0. As in the proof of
Lemma 8.16(5), the track-cusp s0 gives us a pair of asymptotic boundary
train lines both ending at ∂S0. Let `0 be the one of these that separates
s0 from `. Note that `0 is not equal to `, either because λ is not a
boundary leaf or because λ is a boundary leaf whose cusp is on the
other side from s0. Since the train lines ` and `0 both run past s0,
their intersection is non-empty. By Lemma 8.16(5) the intersection is a
train interval. Let s1 be the track-cusp at the end ` ∩ `0 pointing in the
opposite direction to s0.
Suppose that k > 0. By induction, we have the following:● a track-cusp sk (in a branch line Sk) meeting ` on the desired
side and● a boundary train line `k−1 that passes through the switch of sk
such that● if k is even, sk points in the same direction as s0; if k is odd, sk
points in the opposite direction,● the boundary train line `k−1 does not separate sk from `, and● the boundary train line `k−1 is not asymptotic to ∂Sk.
For the induction step, let `k be the boundary train line that ends at
∂Sk and that separates sk from `. By Lemma 8.16(1), the new boundary
train line separates `k−1 from `. Thus we have ` ∩ `k−1 ⊂ ` ∩ `k, and the
latter is at least one branch of τK longer than the former, near sk. Let
sk+1 be the track-cusp at the end of the train interval ` ∩ `k pointing in
the opposite direction to sk. This completes the construction of sk+1
and `k.
Since sk+1 points in the opposite direction to sk, the first inductive
property holds. The second property holds by construction. The third
property holds by Lemma 8.16(5).
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Let λk be the leaf with the same endpoints as `k. Since the train
intervals ` ∩ `k grow in both directions, and end on the midpoints of
edges of the Farey triangulation of K, by Remark 7.10 the leaves λk
converge to λ.
We finally claim that a boundary leaf λ(S,T ) cannot be approached
from the side containing its cusp c. To see this, note that if λ′ is another
boundary leaf, then λ′ is contained in one of the three components of
S1(α) − {∂S, c, ∂T}. 
8.20. Transverse Cantor sets. We now discuss the transverse struc-
ture of the upper lamination; similar properties hold for the lower.
Definition 8.21. Fix distinct cusps c ≠ d. Let Λ(c,d) be the leaves of
Λα that separate c from d. We equip Λ(c,d) with the subspace topology.
We define a total order on Λ(c,d) by taking λ <(c,d) λ′ if the endpoints
of λ separate c from some endpoint of λ′. See Figure 8.22. Thus λ′
separates some endpoint of λ from d. ◇
c
∂S′
∂T
d
∂T ′
∂S
Figure 8.22. Some of the boundary leaves (solid) in Λ(c,d). The correspond-
ing cusp leaves are dotted.
Recall that [x, y]Á is the closed arc in S1(α) anti-clockwise of x and
clockwise of y. Let C ⊂ [0,1] be the middle-thirds Cantor set equipped
with its usual topology and total order.
Lemma 8.23. The subspace Λ(c,d) is order isomorphic (and thus home-
omorphic) to the Cantor set C. Thus interior leaves are dense in Λα.
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Proof. By Lemma 7.14(1) there is exactly one boundary leaf λ(S,S′)
associated to c that lies in Λ(c,d). Similarly, there is exactly one bound-
ary leaf λ(T,T ′) associated to d that lies in Λ(c,d). These then are
the minimum and maximum points of the order <(c,d). Breaking the
symmetry of the situation we assume that the order of these points in
S1(α) is
c, ∂S′, ∂T, d, ∂T ′, ∂S
See Figure 8.22.
We deduce that any leaf of Λ(c,d) has one endpoint in [∂S′, ∂T ]Á and
the other in [∂T ′, ∂S]Á. Thus Λ(c,d) is closed. Also, Λ(c,d) is contained
in the quotient of [∂S′, ∂T ]Á × [∂T ′, ∂S]Á lying in the Mo¨bius band M.
Thus Λ(c,d) is compact.
We now recursively construct ternary codes for the leaves of Λ(c,d).
By Lemma 8.18 there is a pair of asymptotic upper boundary leaves λ
and λ′ in Λ(c,d). Break symmetry and assume that λ <(c,d) λ′. Define
I0 = {µ ∈ Λ(c,d) ∣ µ ≤(c,d) λ} and I2 = {µ ∈ Λ(c,d) ∣ λ′ ≤(c,d) µ}
In general, suppose ω is a finite ternary string, without ones, and
Iω ⊂ Λ(c,d) has been defined and is clopen. Apply Lemma 8.18 again to
obtain a pair of asymptotic upper boundary leaves in Iω, say λω <(c,d) λ′ω.
For the ternary strings ω0 and ω2 we define
Iω0 = {µ ∈ Λ(c,d) ∣ µ ≤(c,d) λω} and Iω2 = {µ ∈ Λ(c,d) ∣ λ′ω ≤(c,d) µ}
Each of these is closed, so each is clopen and compact.
Now, for any leaf λ ∈ Λ(c,d) we send it to the real number whose ternary
expansion agrees with the subscripts of the nested sets Iω containing it.
Note that λ(S,S′) and λ(T ′, T ) are sent to 0¯ and 2¯ – zero repeating and
two repeating – respectively. Similarly, the asymptotic pair of boundary
leaves splitting Iω receive the codes ω0¯ and ω2¯. Conversely, for any
ternary expansion ω let ωn be the prefix of length n. Then the nested
intersection ∩Iωn is a singleton by Lemma 8.18. Thus the coding is a
continuous order preserving injection, homeomorphic onto its image.
Since interior points are dense in the Cantor set C we deduce that
interior leaves are dense in Λ(c,d). We deduce interior leaves are dense
in Λα from this and Lemma 8.18. 
8.24. Suspending and descending. For every edge e of T̃ we place
a copy Ce of the Cantor set Λe on e. We arrange matters so that if
γ ∈ pi1(M) then γ(Ce) = Cγ(e). Suppose that f is a face of T̃ with edges
e0, e1, e2. Breaking symmetry, suppose that Λe0 = Λe1 ∪Λe2 . Therefore
connect the points of Ce0 to the corresponding points of Ce1 or Ce2 using
disjoint normal arcs in f . Again we arrange matters so that the arcs,
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tetrahedron t ∈ T̃ , we choose a collection of normal disks Ct spanning the
normal curves on the boundary of t. To prove that only normal disks
are needed to span the curves in ∂t, we fix a layering, consider the layers
K and K ′ immediately below and above t, and apply Lemma 8.16(3).
See Figure 6.2a. Again we do this invariantly. Let Σ̃α be the union∪tCt.
Proof of Theorem 8.1(2). The lamination Σ̃α constructed above con-
sists of planes and it is pi1(M)–invariant. Thus it descends to give
a pi1(M)–injective lamination Σα in M , carried by Bα. This proves
Theorem 8.1(2a).
Suppose that σ is leaf of Σα. By Remark 6.6, the leaf is a union of
sectors; see Figure 6.7. Thus, if σ is closed then it has Euler charac-
teristic zero, so it is a torus or Klein bottle. However, by Remark 6.6
the leaf σ is a normal surface containing a normal quadrilateral. Thus
by [23, Theorem 1.5] or by [13, Theorem 1.4] the leaf σ has negative
Euler characteristic. This is a contradiction. We deduce that Σα has
no closed leaves.
Suppose that γ is an essential simple closed multicurve in the leaf
σ. Isotope γ inside of σ to be transverse to the one-skeleton of σ. So γ
meets every sector in a collection of maxima, minima, and ascenders.
See Figure 8.25. The number of these is the combinatorial length of γ.
The depth of γ is the minimal possible ascending combinatorial distance
from a point of γ to any under-side vertex of any normal triangle in σ.
(Note that this is finite by Corollary 6.18; see Figure 5.9.)
Claim. The multicurve γ = {γi} can be isotoped to have no minima.
We sketch a proof.
Proof of Claim. We define a lexicographical complexity for a single γi
of γ by (combinatorial length of γi, depth of γi)
We will perform a sequence of bigon moves on γ0 to reduce its complexity.
These are ambient isotopies of γ0 in σ moving a (perhaps long) subarc
of γ0 (including exactly one minimum) upwards. If there is a minimum
β of γ0 that does not separate the upper and lower vertices of its sector,
then we simply push β across an edge of σ and reduce the length. After
removing all such minima, if there are minima remaining then we are
left with two cases: the depth either equals, or is greater than, zero.
We find that there is either a (perhaps long) bigon move that reduces
the length, or depth (respectively), of γ0.
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maxima
ascenders
minima
Figure 8.25. The various possible subarcs of γ meeting a fixed sector.
Ascenders separate the cusp vertices of the sector; maxima and minima do
not.
As long as γ0 has minima there are bigon moves reducing its complex-
ity. Once γ0 has no minima we can perform bigon moves on γ1 without
changing γ0. 
Recall that σ is not closed. If σ is not a plane, annulus, or Mo¨bius
band then we may choose a multicurve γ which cuts out of σ a compact
subsurface σ′ of negative Euler characteristic. Applying the claim
immediately above, we may assume that γ has no minima. Thus each
component of σ′ is a union of cusped bigons, boundary trigons, and
rectangles (see [38]). Thus σ′ has Euler characteristic zero. This is a
contradiction. This proves Theorem 8.1(2b).
Finally, Lemma 6.14(5) implies all complementary regions to Σα
are pared torus shells. Thus Σα is an essential lamination. (See [4,
Definition 6.14].) This proves Theorem 8.1(2c). 
8.26. Uniqueness. Before proving Theorem 8.1(3) we need a few tools.
To simplify the combinatorics of ascending paths, we now relax the
transversality assumption. That is, suppose that γ ⊂ Bα is an oriented
path. In this section we say that γ is an ascending path if● γ enters every sector through a lower edge or a lower vertex and● γ exits every sector through an upper edge or its upper vertex.
An ascending path γ is steeply ascending if it exits sectors only through
the upper vertex of each quadrilateral it visits.
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Remark 8.27. Suppose that σ is a leaf carried by the upper branched
surface Bα. Suppose that γ is an ascending path that ends in σ. Then
after a small isotopy, γ is completely contained in σ. ◇
Lemma 8.28. Suppose that D and D′ are sectors of Bα. Then there
is an ascending path γ ⊂ Bα that starts in D and ends in D′.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 8.29. A leaf carried by the upper branched surface is patterned by
the branch lines of the branched surface in one of these three ways in the
vicinity of a vertex of the branched surface (compare with Figure 6.2b).
Proof. Note that the branch locus of Bα in dual position is a four-
valent graph with natural crossings at the vertices. Thus it naturally
decomposes as a union of smooth circles, which are the images of branch
lines under the covering map.
By Remark 6.4, there is some oriented path γ in Bα that starts and
ends in the interiors of D and D′ respectively. We will progressively
improve γ to make it ascending. Homotope an initial segment of γ,
staying in Bα, so that it initially exits D through its uppermost vertex
v. Similarly, we may make γ enter D′ through its lowest vertex v′.
Let β be the subpath of γ between v and v′. Since the branch locus
is isotopic to the dual one-skeleton (again by Remark 6.4) we may
homotope β, relative to its endpoints, into the branch locus. Tighten
β so that it is locally an embedding. Consider a maximal arc β′ of β
which is contained in a smooth circle C of the branch locus, and whose
orientation disagrees with that of α (the transverse orientation). We
call β′ a descending arc. We replace β′ by its (ascending) complement
in C. We now alternate between tightening and replacing descending
arcs with ascending arcs, until all arcs are ascending. This produces
the desired ascending path from D to D′. 
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Definition 8.30. Fix M a three-manifold and B ⊂ M a branched
surface. Let N = N(B) be a tie-neighbourhood of B. A tie-isotopy is
an ambient isotopy of M supported in N and which preserves the ties
of N .
Suppose that Σ is a lamination carried by B. We say that leaves σ
and σ′ of Σ are parallel if they are tie-isotopic. ◇
Note that, by construction, Σα has no distinct parallel leaves.
Lemma 8.31. Fix laminations Σ and Σ′ carried by Bα. Lift Σ and Σ′
to M̃ . For any leaf σ of Σ̃ there is a leaf σ′∞ of Σ̃′ so that σ and σ′∞ are
equivariantly tie-isotopic in N(B̃α).
Proof. Fix K a layer of a layering. Let ` = σ ∩K. Fix a sector E of B̃α
which meets `.
Let σ′ be any leaf of Σ̃′. We have the following claim.
Claim. For every n > 0 there is a deck translation σ′n of σ′ so that● σ′n crosses E and● the train lines ` and `′n = σ′n ∩K fellow travel for at least n
triangles of K, to either side of E ∩K.
Proof of Claim. Let D′ be any sector crossed by the image of σ′. Fix
n > 0. Let n ⊂ σ be the unique (up to isotopy) steeply ascending path
which begins in E and which crosses n sectors. See Figure 8.29. Let
En be the final sector that n meets.
Let Dn ⊂ Bα be the image of En, under the universal covering map.
Apply Lemma 8.28 to find an ascending path γn from Dn to D′. Lift
γn to a path ηn ⊂ M̃ starting at En. Let E′n be the final sector visited
by ηn. Thus, some translate of σ′, say σ′n, crosses E′n. By Remark 8.27
applied to n ∪ ηn, the leaf σ′n also crosses En and E.
By Lemma 6.14(2), all branch lines meet K. This includes the branch
lines {Si} that meet n. Let si be the track-cusp of Si contained in
K. Note that for each i the lower component of Si − n fellow travels
σ. Thus the lower component of Si − n contains si. We deduce that `
crosses the edge of K meeting si. Since all of the si are distinct, and
since there are n of them to each side of E, the claim follows. 
Since Σ̃′ is a lamination, and since all of the σ′n meet E, we pass to
a convergent subsequence of the leaves σ′n (in the Gromov-Hausdorff
topology). Thus Σ̃′ contains the limiting leaf σ′∞. Thus `′∞ = σ′∞ ∩K
has the same endpoints in S1(α) as `. This holds for all layers of
the layering. We deduce that σ and σ′∞ are tie-isotopic in the tie-
neighbourhood N(B̃α).
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This tie-isotopy can be promoted to an equivariant tie-isotopy by
inducting on the skeleta of Bα. 
Definition 8.32. Fix M a three-manifold and B ⊂ M a branched
surface. Suppose that σ and σ′ are parallel leaves of a lamination Σ
carried by B. Then we may delete all leaves between σ and σ′ and
tie-isotope σ′ to σ. This tie-isotopy extends to give a new lamination Σ′.
We say that Σ′ is obtained by collapsing the given parallel leaves. ◇
Proof of Theorem 8.1(3). Suppose that Σ is a lamination carried byBα. From Lemma 8.31 we deduce that every leaf of Σ is tie-isotopic
to some leaf of Σα. However distinct leaves of Σ may be parallel; if so,
this correspondence will not be one-to-one. So we collapse parallels in
Σ. This done we may tie-isotope Σ to Σα. This completes the proof of
Theorem 8.1(3). 
8.33. An application. In the context of pseudo-Anosov homeomor-
phisms, Theorem 8.1(3) specialises to the following.
Corollary 8.34. Suppose that S is a compact, connected, oriented
surface. Suppose that f ∶S → S is a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism.
Let Bf be the stable branched surface in the mapping torus Mf . Let Σf
be the suspension of the stable lamination for f . Then any lamination
Σ carried by Bf is tie-isotopic to Σf , after collapsing parallel leaves of
Σ.
Proof. We remove the boundary of Mf and drill out the singular orbits
of the suspension flow Φf . By [1, Main Construction] the resulting
manifold M admits a veering triangulation (T , α); furthermore, Bf is
isotopic to Bα and Σf is isotopic to Σα. Now apply Theorem 8.1(3). 
9. Interaction between the upper and lower laminations
With the upper and lower laminations in hand we may explore their
interactions. The main results of this section are Theorem 9.23 where we
construct the link space L(α) and Theorem 9.50 where we characterise
the maximal rectangles appearing in L(α).
9.1. No shared endpoints. We begin with the following.
Lemma 9.2. No leaf of Λα is asymptotic to a leaf of Λα.
Proof. For a contradiction, suppose that λ = λ(x, y) and µ = λ(y, z)
are leaves of Λα and Λα respectively, which share a common endpoint
y ∈ S1(α).
Fix K a layer of some layering. Let τK and τK be the upper and lower
train tracks in K. Lemma 8.16(3) gives us train lines ` in τK and m in
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τK that have the same endpoints as λ and µ, respectively. We orient `
and m towards y. Since ∂+` = y = ∂+m, and applying Lemma 8.16(4),
there are subrays of ` and m that cross an identical collection of edges
in the triangulation of K. This collection of edges determines an infinite
strip P ⊂K of triangles. There are only two kinds of veering triangle,
both shown in Figure 5.7; from this we deduce that the internal edges
(and the initial edge) of P are all the same colour. The boundary edges
(other than the initial edge) are the opposite colour. Breaking symmetry,
we assume that the interior edges of P are red. For an example, see
Figure 9.3a.
(a) A strip of triangles P0 with blue boundary edges and red interior
edges. This locally contains the fellow travelling upper and lower
train lines.
(b) Layering a fan tetrahedron on top of Pi.
(c) Layering a toggle tetrahedron on top of Pi sends upper (green)
train routes out of the strip.
Figure 9.3. Layering a tetrahedron on top of a strip of triangles. The
altered triangles are shaded in light grey. When the upper and lower tracks
coincide we draw a thicker grey arc.
Claim. Any in-fill tetrahedron t attached above P , to an interior edge
of P , is a fan tetrahedron.
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Proof. Let K ′ be the landscape obtained from K by removing the
bottom two triangles of t from K and replacing it with the top two
triangles of t. Note that K ′ is again a layer of some layering. We define
P ′ ⊂ K ′ similarly. Applying Lemma 8.16(3), the leaf λ determines a
train line `′ in the track τK′ .
Suppose that t is a toggle. Thus P ′ has an internal edge which is
blue. Since `′ cannot cross this edge, we have reached the desired
contradiction. See Figure 9.3c. 
Suppose that t is a in-fill fan tetrahedron attached above P , to an
interior edge of P . The resulting strip P ′ again has red interior edges.
Also, τP
′
still carries `′. See Figure 9.3b.
By Corollary 6.17 the rays ` ∩ P and m ∩ P both turn right and
left infinitely often. Thus there is an upper track-cusp s meeting an
interior edge of P so that s points in the same direction as ` and m.
By the claim above, the branch line S passing through s meets only fan
tetrahedra. This contradicts Corollary 6.18. 
9.4. Crowns.
Definition 9.5. We define Λc ⊂ Λα, the upper crown of the cusp c, to
be the union
Λc = ∪S,Tλ(S,T )
where S and T range over all adjacent upper branch lines in the upper
cusp neighbourhood N c. We define the lower crown Λc similarly. The
endpoints of the boundary leaves of a crown are called its tips. ◇
c
∂S′
∂T
d
∂T ′
∂S
Figure 9.6. Two upper crowns Λc and Λd. The solid lines are boundary
leaves and the dotted lines are cusp leaves. Compare with Figure 8.22.
By Lemma 6.14(1) the boundary leaves of an upper crown Λc are
adjacent in pairs and ordered by Z. By Lemma 7.14(1) the tips of Λc
accumulate (only) on c. See Figure 9.6.
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Definition 9.7. Suppose that Λc and Λd are upper and lower crowns.● They are unlinked if no leaf of Λc links any leaf of Λd.● They cross if there are leaves λ(R,S) and λ(S,T ) in Λc and
leaves λ(U,V ) and λ(V,W ) in Λd so that these leaves of the
crowns link and no others do. See Figure 9.8a.● They interleave if c = d and we may index the upper and lower
branch lines Si and Vi such that λ(Si, Si+1) links λ(Vi−1, Vi) and
λ(Vi, Vi+1). See Figure 9.8b. ◇
∂U
∂V
∂W
d
∂R
∂S
∂T
c
(a) (b)
Figure 9.8. Crossing and interleaving crowns. We illustrate each leaf by
drawing an arc through the unit disk joining the two points of the leaf. We
indicate linking pairs of leaves with black or yellow dots as the pair comes
from interleaving crowns or otherwise.
Lemma 9.9. The upper and lower crowns Λc and Λc interleave.
The analysis here is similar to, but more delicate than that in the
proof of Lemma 6.14(3).
Proof of Lemma 9.9. Fix K a layer of a layering. We walk in K anti-
clockwise about the cusp c. As we do so, we pass a sequence {ei} of
edges meeting c. Let fi be the triangle meeting ei and ei+1. If ei is red
and ei+1 is blue then fi contains an upper track-cusp pointing away from
c. If the colours are interchanged then fi contains an lower track-cusp
pointing away from c. If ei and ei+1 have the same colour then fi does
not contain a track-cusp pointing away from c. See Figure 5.7. Thus
the connecting arcs emanating from c alternate in the correct fashion.
By Lemma 4.6 the layer K is a copy of the Farey tessellation. Thus we
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deduce that the cusp lines emanating from c also alternate. Thus the
upper and lower crowns interleave. See Figure 9.8b. 
Before dealing with crossing crowns, we require the following.
Lemma 9.10. Suppose that c is a cusp and R and S are adjacent
upper branch lines in N c. Suppose that µ is a lower cusp leaf, a lower
boundary leaf or a lower interior leaf. Then µ links at most one of the
cusp leaves λ(c,R) and λ(c, S). The same statement holds swapping
upper and lower.
Proof. Suppose for contradiction that µ links both λ(c,R) and λ(c, S).
Thus µ is neither a cusp leaf based at c nor a boundary leaf of the
crown Λc. By Lemma 9.9, there is a lower branch line U in Nc such
that the cusp leaf λ(c,U) links the boundary leaf λ(R,S). We deduce
that µ also links the cusp leaf λ(c,U). If µ is a cusp leaf then we have
a contradiction to Lemma 8.8. Thus by Lemma 7.14(1) the endpoints
of µ lie in distinct components of S1(α) minus the tips of the crown
Λc. Thus, µ links exactly two boundary leaves of Λc. This contradicts
Lemma 8.16(1). 
∂U
∂V
∂R
∂S
(a)
∂U
∂V
∂R
∂S
c
(b)
∂U
∂V
∂R
∂S
∂T
c
(c)
∂U
∂V
d
∂R
∂S
∂T
c
(d)
∂U
∂V
∂W
d
∂R
∂S
∂T
c
(e)
Figure 9.11. Crowns with distinct cusps that have linking boundary leaves
must cross.
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Lemma 9.12. Suppose that c and d are distinct cusps. Then Λc and
Λd are either unlinked or cross.
Recall that [x, y]Á is the closed arc in S1(α) between x and y and
anti-clockwise of x.
Proof of Lemma 9.12. By Corollary 7.9, the cusps c and d are distinct
from the tips of both crowns. Also, by Lemma 9.2, the tips of Λc are
all distinct from the tips of Λd.
Suppose that there is a boundary leaf λ(R,S) of Λc that links some
boundary leaf λ(U,V ) of Λd. Breaking symmetry, we assume that
the points ∂R,∂U, ∂S, ∂V lie on the circle in that anti-clockwise order.
See Figure 9.11a. The cusp c is distinct from these points. Breaking
symmetry we will assume that c lies in [∂R,∂U]Á. See Figure 9.11b.
Let T be the branch line of N c that is adjacent to S and not equal to R.
Note that ∂T is on the opposite side of λ(c, S) from ∂R. Lemma 9.10
implies that ∂T cannot lie in [∂U, ∂S]Á. So ∂T lies in [c, ∂U]Á. See
Figure 9.11c.
We now consider the location of the cusp d. Again by Lemma 9.10
the cusp d cannot lie in [∂R,∂T ]Á. Breaking symmetry, there are two
cases. Either d lies in [∂T, ∂U]Á or [∂U, ∂S]Á.
Suppose that d lies in [∂T, ∂U]Á. See Figure 9.11d. Let W be the
branch line of Nd that is adjacent to V and not equal to U . Note
that ∂W is on the opposite side of λ(d, V ) from ∂U . Lemma 9.10
implies that ∂W cannot lie in [∂V, ∂T ]Á. So ∂W lies in [∂T, d]Á. See
Figure 9.11e. Thus the crowns Λc and Λd cross, as desired.
The case where d instead lies in [∂U, ∂S]Á is simpler and we omit
it. 
9.13. The veering sphere. We take a brief detour before constructing
the link space.
Definition 9.14. We build an equivalence relation on S1(α) by taking
the smallest closed equivalence relation that contains the leaves of both
Λα and Λα. The quotient of S1(α) by this equivalence relation is the
veering sphere S2(α). ◇
Theorem 9.15. The veering sphere S2(α) is a two-sphere. The action
of pi1(M) on S2(α) is continuous, faithful, and orientation-preserving.
Furthermore, all orbits are dense.
This theorem and its proof are inspired by Theorem 5.7 of [43]. In
particular see Figure 10 of that paper.
Proof of Theorem 9.15. We take two copies of the closed unit disk,
called the upper and lower hemispheres. We glue these by the identity
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map on their boundary to obtain a copy of S2. We identify the equator
with S1(α). Using this, we embed a copy of Λα in the upper hemisphere,
and a copy of Λα in the lower hemisphere. To be precise, given a leaf
λ = λ(x, y) ∈ Λα, we connect x and y by a geodesic in the upper
hemisphere model of H2. We do the same for the lower hemisphere.
Note that in this model of Λα leaves accumulate on each other if and
only they do so in S1(α).
Fix a cusp c and let Dc be the interior of the crown Λc; that is, Dc is
the complementary component of Λc in the upper hemisphere whose
closure meets c. We define Dc similarly.
We define an equivalence relation on S2 by giving the equivalence
classes as subsets.● For each cusp c, the closure in S2 of Dc ∪Dc.● For each interior leaf λ in Λα, the closure in S2 of λ.● For each interior leaf µ in Λα, the closure in S2 of µ.● For each point x of S1(α) that is not a cusp or an endpoint of
a leaf of Λα or Λα, the singleton {x}.
Now we check that this is indeed an equivalence relation. No intersec-
tion of classes can lie in S1(α) by Lemma 8.16(5) and Lemma 9.2. No
intersection can lie in the upper or lower hemispheres by construction.
We must also show that the classes cover S2. They cover S1(α) by
construction. Suppose that D is a complementary component of Λα in
the upper hemisphere. Since cusps are dense in S1(α), the boundary of
D contains no intervals of S1(α). Suppose that λ is a leaf of Λα on the
boundary of D. From Lemma 8.18 we deduce that λ is a boundary leaf
and also D =Dc for the cusp c associated to λ.
The intersection of this equivalence relation with S1(α) gives the
equivalence relation in Definition 9.14. Also every equivalence class
meets S1(α). Thus the two quotients are homeomorphic.
We now check that every class is closed, connected, and non-separating
in S2. That they are closed follows by construction. Classes of the first
type are connected because Dc and Dc are and their closures meet at c.
The others are either intervals or points. Finally points and intervals
cannot separate, the latter by the Jordan curve theorem. The closure of
Dc∪Dc is the one point union (at c) of closed disks that do not otherwise
meet, by Lemma 9.2. Thus by a theorem of Moore [31, Theorem 25]
(see also [4, Theorem 10.18]) the quotient space is a two-sphere.
The action of pi1(M) on S2(α) is continuous because the action on
S1(α) is. The action is faithful because ∆M again embeds. Again ap-
pealing to [4, Theorem 10.18], the quotient map between two-spheres is
approximable by homeomorphisms. Since the action before quotienting
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is orientation preserving, the action after is as well. The fact that all
orbits in S2(α) are dense follows from Theorem 7.1(2). 
Conjecture 9.16. The veering sphere S2(α) is equivariantly homeo-
morphic to ∂∞H3, where the action on the latter is given by the discrete
and faithful representation of pi1(M).
Remark 9.17. To prove this requires a delicate investigation of the
topological properties of the action, which is beyond the scope of
the current paper. Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 of [19] are relevant, as the
dependence on the fibred hypothesis can almost surely be removed
from that paper. Obtaining the conjecture would give new families of
Cannon-Thurston maps [6] in the cusped setting and not arising from
surface subgroups. ◇
9.18. The link space. We will now give a direct construction of the
link space L(α).
Remark 9.19. For the experts, an alternative construction of L(α)
is outlined as follows. The upper and lower laminations Λα and Λα
collapse to give a pair of dendrites. The fundamental group acts on
their product. Taking the Guirardel core [20] and removing ∆2M gives
the link space. ◇
We define the pair space to beP(α) = {(λ,µ) ∈ Λα ×Λα ∣ λ and µ are linked}
We give P(α) a topology by realising it as a subspace of a product. We
define an equivalence relation on points of P(α) as follows. If λ and λ′
are asymptotic upper leaves and if µ links both then (λ,µ) ∼ (λ′, µ). We
do the same for asymptotic lower leaves. Finally we take the transitive
closure. Let [(λ,µ)] be the equivalence class of (λ,µ).
Lemma 9.20. An equivalence class [(λ,µ)] in P(α) has either one,
two, four or infinitely many representatives. These correspond exactly
to the cases that:● the leaves λ and µ are both interior,● one is interior and the other is boundary,● the leaves are boundary about different cusps, or● the leaves are boundary about a single cusp.
Proof.● Suppose that λ and µ are interior leaves. By Lemma 8.16(5),
the leaf λ has no asymptotic partner in Λα. The same holds for
µ.
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λ(R,S) is a boundary leaf. Let c be the cusp such that N c
contains R and S. Breaking symmetry again, the leaf µ also
links λ(c, S). Let T be the other branch line adjacent to S.
Applying Lemma 9.10 we have[(λ,µ)] = {(λ(R,S), µ), (λ(S,T ), µ)}● Suppose that both λ and µ are boundary leaves, adjacent to
distinct cusps c and d. Thus by Lemma 9.12, the crowns Λc and
Λd cross, and [(λ,µ)] consists of four pairs. See Figure 9.8a.● Suppose that both λ and µ are boundary leaves, both adjacent
to the cusp c. Thus by Lemma 9.9, the crowns Λc and Λc
interleave, and [(λ,µ)] consists of a countable collection of pairs.
See Figure 9.8b. 
We call the last type of equivalence class singular.
Definition 9.21. The link space L(α) is the quotient of P(α), minus
the singular classes. That is:L(α) = P(α)/∼ − {singular classes}
We give L(α) a topology by realising it as a subspace of a quotient. ◇
In an abuse of notation, similar to how ideal points of ideal triangles
are treated in H2, we will allow a sequence of points in L(α) to limit to
a singular class p. We will refer to such a p as an ideal point of L(α).
Definition 9.22. We now define the upper foliation Fα of L(α). It
consists of two kinds of leaves. Suppose that λ ∈ Λα is an interior leaf.
Then we take
`λ = {[(λ,µ)] ∈ L(α) for some µ ∈ Λα}
This is a non-singular leaf of Fα. On the other hand, suppose that
λ(c, S) is an upper cusp leaf. Let λ be one of λ(R,S) or λ(S,T ). Then
we define
`S = {[(λ,µ)] ∈ L(α) for those µ ∈ Λα that also link λ(c, S)}
This is a singular leaf of Fα. (Note that applying Lemma 9.10 twice
shows that `S does not depend on whether we chose λ(R,S) or λ(S,T )
above.)
We define the lower foliation Fα similarly. ◇
Theorem 9.23. Suppose that (M,T , α) is a transverse veering ideally
triangulated three-manifold.
(1) The link space L(α) is homeomorphic to R2.
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(2) Fα and Fα are transverse foliations of L(α).
(3) Non-singular leaves are dense in each of Fα and Fα.
(4) The natural action of pi1(M) on L(α) is continuous, faithful,
and orientation preserving.
Before proving the theorem, we develop some structure.
Definition 9.24. A rectangle R in L(α) is an embedding of (0,1)2
into L(α) that sends line segments parallel to the y–axis (x–axis) to
arcs of the upper (lower) foliations. ◇
Definition 9.25. Suppose that R is a rectangle in L(α). Suppose that{`i} is a monotonic sequence of leaves of R ∩Fα (or of R ∩Fα), exiting
R. Then the set of accumulation points of {`i} is one of the four sides
of R. Any point of ∂R lying in two sides is called a corner of R. ◇
Note that the sides of a rectangle R lie in ∂R. Note also that a side
need not be connected. As usual we denote the closure of R in L(α) by
R = R ∪ ∂R.
Suppose that R is a rectangle. Suppose that p is an ideal point ofL(α) which is an accumulation point of R. Then we will say that p
lies in ∂R. Again abusing notation we will say that p is either in the
interior of a side of R or is an ideal corner of R. The non-ideal corners
of R are called material corners.
We now take up the task of building rectangles in L(α).
Definition 9.26. Fix an edge e of T̃ . Fix (λ,µ) ∈ P(α). We say that
a pair (λ,µ) ∈ P(α) links e if both λ and µ link e. The edge rectangle
R(e) is defined to be
R(e) = {p ∈ L(α) ∣ every representative (λ,µ) of p links e} ◇
Lemma 9.27. Suppose that e is an edge of T̃ with endpoints at the
cusps c and d.
(1) The edge rectangle R(e) is a rectangle in the sense of Defini-
tion 9.24.
(2) The boundary of R(e) is contained in a union of four singular
leaves that alternatingly lie in Fα and Fα. Each side connects
an ideal corner to a material corner of R(e). The former are
exactly c and d.
Proof. Breaking symmetry, we suppose that e is coloured red. We orient
e from c to d. Lemma 9.9 tells us that the crowns Λc and Λc interleave,
as do the crowns Λd and Λd.
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c
Figure 9.28. Left: a red edge e. Right: the edge rectangle R(e). The
dotted, shrunken rectangle is intended to remind the reader that R(e) does
not include its boundary. We have coloured the material corners yellow and
the ideal corners black.
Claim. There are boundary leaves
λ(S,S′) ∈ Λc, λ(U,U ′) ∈ Λc, λ(T,T ′) ∈ Λd, λ(V,V ′) ∈ Λd
so that each links the next, cyclically.
Proof. Fix a layer K of a layering, chosen so that e lies in K. Let P
be the maximal strip of majority red faces in K to the right of e. See
Figure 9.29. When P is finite, we add a single majority blue face f ′ at
the end of P . In this case, let b be the cusp of f ′ not meeting a red
edge of P .
By construction, the boundary of P consists of one red edge, e, and
the rest blue. Recall that τP and τP are the upper and lower tracks in
P ⊂ K. Consider the blue edge e′ ⊂ ∂P adjacent to c. Since e and all
interior edges of P are red, the face of P meeting e′ contains a lower
track-cusp u that points away from c. Again see Figure 9.29. Let U be
the branch line containing u. Similarly, let e′′ ⊂ ∂P be the blue edge
adjacent to d. The face of P meeting e′′ contains an upper track-cusp t
that points away from d. Let T be the branch line containing t.
Partition the blue edges of P into two sets: those connected either
to c or to d by a sequence of blue edges (not passing through b in the
case that P is finite). Call these the c–edges and the d–edges. Due to
the colouring of the edges of P , the cusp line `K(c,U) cannot exit P
through a c–edge. Similarly, `K(d, T ) cannot exit P through a d–edge.
By Lemma 9.2, at least one must exit P , and hence the cusp leaves
λ(c,U) and λ(d, T ) link.
We make the same argument to the left of e. This produces branch
lines S in N c and V in Nd so that λ(d, V ) links λ(c, S). Thus the points
c, ∂T, ∂U, d, ∂S, ∂V
appear in S1(α) in that anti-clockwise order. Let T ′ be the branch line
in Nd, adjacent to T , chosen so that c lies in [∂T ′, ∂T ]Á. We define S′,
U ′, and V ′ similarly. Applying Lemma 9.9 and Lemma 9.12 we deduce
that the points
c, ∂S′, ∂T, ∂U, ∂V ′, d, ∂T ′, ∂S, ∂V, ∂U ′
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Figure 9.29. A possible (finite) strip of faces P starting at the edge e.
appear in S1(α) in that anti-clockwise order. See Figure 9.30. 
c
∂S′
∂T
∂U
∂V ′
d
∂T ′
∂S
∂V
∂U ′
Figure 9.30. The upper and lower crowns for cusps at the two ends of an
edge.
Recall that e meets the cusps c and d. Set Λe = Λ(c,d) as in Defini-
tion 8.21. Note that the leaves of Λe are exactly those of Λα that link
e. We define Λe in similar fashion. By the claim immediately above,
every λ in Λe links every µ in Λe. Thus Λe ×Λe is a subset of P(α). By
Lemma 8.23 this is a product of two copies of the Cantor set C. Map-
ping this product to its quotient in P(α)/∼ is realised by the applying
the Cantor function in each coordinate. That is, we replace ternary
expansions by binary by replacing all twos by ones. Now, since 0.1¯ = 1.0¯
and applying Lemma 9.20, pairs and four-tuples of points are identified
in the desired fashion. Thus the image in P(α)/∼ is homeomorphic to
the closed square [0,1]2.
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Note, however, that λ(S,S′) is smallest in (Λe,<e). So, its adjacent
boundary leaf in Λc, sharing the endpoint ∂S, does not link e. Thus
any point p ∈ L(α), having a representative of the form (λ(S,S′), µ),
is not in R(e). The same holds for λ(U ′, U) as well as λ(T ′, T ) and
λ(V,V ′) in Λe. This proves that R(e) is homeomorphic to the open
square (0, 1)2. Fixing one coordinate and applying the Cantor function
to the other produces the desired foliations, obtaining (1).
We deduce that ∂R(e) lies in the union of the singular leaves `S, `U ,
`T , and `V . Note that `S ∩ `V and `T ∩ `U give points of L(α) which lie
in ∂R(e). On the other hand `S and `U have a common ideal point at
c while `T and `V have a common ideal point at d. This gives (2). 
Remark 9.31. We have the following useful characterisation of points of
∂R(e): these are the classes where some (but not every) representative
links e. ◇
Lemma 9.32. Suppose that K is a layer of a layering. Then{R(e) ∣ e is an edge of K}
is a cover of L(α).
Proof. Fix any linking pair (λ,µ) ∈ P(α). Let ` and m be the train
lines in τK and τK given by Lemma 8.16(3). These cross. Consulting
Figure 5.7 we deduce that ` and m are tangent to each other along
some train interval, perhaps of length zero. Some edge or edges are
transverse to this interval; any such edge e links both λ and µ. Thus[(λ,µ)] lies in R(e). 
Definition 9.33. Fix a face f in T̃ . Suppose that e, e′, and e′′ are the
edges of f . We say that a pair (λ,µ) ∈ P(α) links f if the pair links at
least one of e, e′, or e′′. The face rectangle R(f) is defined to be
R(f) = {p ∈ L(α) ∣ every representative (λ,µ) of p links f} ◇
From the definitions we deduce that the edge rectangles R(e), R(e′),
and R(e′′) are contained in R(f). However, R(f) is not the union of
the edge rectangles. For example, there are points in L(α) with one
representative linking only e, and another representative linking only
e′, say. See the right side of Figure 9.34.
Lemma 9.35. Suppose that f is a face of T̃ with edges e, e′, and e′′
opposite cusps c, c′, and c′′ respectively. Suppose that e′ and e′′ have
the same colour.
(1) The face rectangle R(f) is a rectangle in the sense of Defini-
tion 9.24.
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Figure 9.34. Left: a majority red triangle with upper and lower tracks
shown. Right: the three edges e, e′, e′′ of a face f of T̃ give three edge
rectangles, all subrectangles of the face rectangle R(f).
(2) The boundary of R(f) is contained in a union of six singular
leaves. Two sides of R(f) are segments connecting the ideal
corner c to distinct material corners. The two remaining sides
meet two material corners and contain c′ and c′′ respectively.
Proof. Breaking symmetry, suppose that e′ and e′′ are red and e is blue.
Note that τ f has a track-cusp s, say, on e′′. Let S be the upper branch
line through s. Also note that τf has a track-cusp u, say, on e′. Let U
be the lower branch line through u.
Claim. The intersection R(e) ∩R(e′) is equal to `S ∩ ∂R(e).
Proof. Suppose that p is a point of L(α). Thus p is not a singular class.
We claim that the following are equivalent.
(a) The point p lies in R(e) ∩R(e′).
(b) The point p has representatives (λ,µ) and (λ′, µ′), where (λ,µ)
links e, where (λ′, µ′) links e′, where λ and λ′ are distinct and
asymptotic, and where µ and µ′ are asymptotic.
(c) The point p has representatives (λ,µ) and (λ′, µ′), where (λ,µ)
links e, where (λ′, µ′) links e′, where λ and λ′ are the distinct
boundary leaves sharing the endpoint ∂S, and where µ and µ′
are asymptotic.
(d) The point p lies in `S ∩ ∂R(e).
Statement (a) implies the first half of statement (b) by definition.
Consulting the left-hand side of Figure 9.34, we see that λ does not link
e′ and that λ′ does not link e, so λ and λ′ are distinct. The various
leaves are asymptotic by Lemma 9.20. Statement (b) implies statement
(a) by definition.
Statement (b), and Lemma 8.16(5), imply that λ and λ′ are boundary
leaves. They share an endpoint; examining the track τ f this endpoint
must be ∂S. Thus (b) implies (c); the converse direction follows from
the definition of asymptotic.
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The first part of statement (c) implies that p lies on `S. Since (λ,µ)
links e, but (λ′, µ′) does not, Remark 9.31 tells us that the point p lies
in ∂R(e). This gives (d). To see the converse, since p lies in `S, we
may choose two representatives, (λ,µ) and (λ′, µ), so that λ and λ′
are distinct asymptotic boundary leaves sharing the endpoint ∂S and
λ links e while λ′ links e′. If µ links e then it also links e′ and we are
done. If not, then as p lies in ∂R(e), we deduce that µ is asymptotic to
some µ′ which links e. Replacing µ with µ′ proves the claim. 
Similarly, the intersection R(e) ∩R(e′′) is equal to `U ∩ ∂R(e).
We adopt the following notation. Set R00 = R(e). From R(e′) we
remove the open interval `U ∩R(e′) to obtain a pair of open rectangles
R10 and R11. We choose these so that R00 and R10 intersect in an arc;
thus R00 ∩R10 is exactly `S ∩ ∂R(e). Appealing to Lemma 9.27(2) this
interval is homeomorphically embedded in the boundaries of R00 and
R10. We cut R(e′′) using the interior interval `S ∩ R(e′′) into a pair
of rectangles R01 and R′11. Again R00 and R01 are nicely glued along
`U ∩ ∂R(e). We claim that R′11 = R11. To see this, note that if λ and µ
link each other, link e′, and neither link e, then necessarily both link e′′.
We deduce that the closures of the four rectangles R00, R10, R11, and
R01 meet cyclically along subintervals of `S and `U . The only point
contained in all four closures is their common material corner `S ∩ `U .
This proves (1). Conclusion (2) follows from (1) and Lemma 9.27(2). 
Lemma 9.36. Suppose that K is a layer of a layering. Then{R(f) ∣ f is a face of K}
is an open cover of L(α). This cover has no finite subcover.
Proof. Fix a point p in L(α). By Lemma 9.32 there is some edge e in
K so that p lies in R(e). Suppose that p lies in R(e). Then let f be
either of the two faces in K incident to e. Thus R(e) ⊂ R(f) and we
are done. Suppose instead that p lies in ∂R(e). We now show that
there is some face of K so that p lies in its face rectangle.
Breaking symmetry, we suppose that e is red. See Figure 9.37(a).
Recall that the singular classes are not in L(α). This and Lemma 9.27(2)
implies that ∂R(e) has two components. The point p lies in one of
these; we co-orient e towards this component of ∂R(e). Let f be the
face of K incident to e and pointed at by the co-orientation of e.
There are now two cases as f is majority blue or majority red. In
the former, p lies in R(f) and we are done. See Figure 9.37(b).
Suppose instead that f is majority red. Label the edges of f as e, e′,
and e′′, ordered anti-clockwise, arranging matters so that e′ is the blue
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Figure 9.37. The logic of the proof of Lemma 9.36. Note that there are two
possible configurations for the rectangles corresponding to the two triangles
in case (e).
edge. See Figure 9.37(c). (The argument for the other case is similar,
reversing Fα and Fα.)
Let d be the cusp that e shares with e′. Let c be the cusp that e
shares with e′′. Let u be the track-cusp of τf . So u is contained in the
cusp neighbourhood Nd. Let U be the lower branch line containing u.
Let `U ∈ Fα be the associated singular leaf. If p lies in the interior of
`U ∩ ∂R(e) then p lies in R(f) and we are done. See Figure 9.37(c).
Suppose instead that p lies in `S ∩ ∂R(e). Here `S is the upper
singular leaf meeting ∂R(e) and emanating from the cusp c. Thus p
lies in ∂R(f), and in fact lies in the interior of `S ∩ ∂R(f). Suppose
that f ′ is the face that meets f along e′′. Let e′′′ be the edge of f ′ that
meets c. There are two cases as e′′′ is red or blue.
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we replace f by f ′ and continue rotating about c in the anti-
clockwise direction. See Figure 9.37(d). By Corollary 6.17 we
do not revisit this case forever, and must eventually find that
e′′′ is blue.● If e′′′ is blue then there are two cases, as the remaining edge of
f ′ is red or blue. In either case, p lies in R(f ′) and we are done.
See Figure 9.37(e) and (f).
This proves the first statement.
Finally, note that any finite union of face rectangles is incident to only
finitely many singular classes. Thus the open cover by face rectangles
has no finite subcover. 
Proof of Theorem 9.23. Fix K, a layer of a layering. We fix one edge
e0 of K; we order the faces {fi} of K by their combinatorial distance
from e0 and break ties arbitrarily. Set Lk = ∪ki=0R(fi).
We claim that Lk is homeomorphic to a closed disk with k + 3 points
removed from its boundary. The base case of L0 = R(f0) follows from
Lemma 9.35(2). To pass from Lk to Lk+1 we note that Lk ∩R(fk+1) is
an edge rectangle.
We now take Dk ⊂ Lk to be a compact disk, obtained from Lk
by removing small neighbourhoods of the k + 3 singular classes. By
appropriately shrinking these neighbourhoods we arrange that Dk ⊂
Dk+1. By Lemma 9.36, the link space L(α) is the increasing union of the
closed disks Dk. Thus L(α) is a non-compact connected surface without
boundary so that any compact subsurface is planar. By Kere´kja´rto´’s
Hauptsatz der Fla¨chentopologie fu¨r offen Fla¨chen [45, page 170], we
deduce that L(α) is homeomorphic to the plane, as desired. (See also
[35, Theorem 1].) This gives (1).
The foliations Fα and Fα are transverse inside of every face rectangle.
Since these cover L(α), we obtain (2). From Lemma 8.23, we obtain
(3).
The action of pi1(M) on S1(α) preserves the laminations, hence the
induced action preserves the foliations. The action of pi1(M) on T̃
sends faces to faces so the action on L(α) sends face rectangles to face
rectangles; this implies that the action is continuous.
Note that pi1(M) acts faithfully on the edges of T̃ . So fix γ ∈ pi1(M)
as well as distinct edges e and e′ with γ(e) = e′. If R(e) = R(e′) then the
cusps at the ends of e and e′ must agree, by Lemma 9.27(2). However,
this contradicts Lemma 5.14. We deduce that the action on L(α) is
faithful.
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The action on T̃ preserves the red and blue edges and the transverse
orientation. This together with the fact that it preserves the foliations
in L(α) proves that the action is orientation preserving. This completes
the proof of (4). 
We end this section with a result that will be useful in our future
work. It follows from Lemma 9.2.
Proposition 9.38. Two leaves ` ∈ Fα and m ∈ Fα share an ideal corner
of a rectangle R ⊂ L(α) if and only if there are upper and lower branch
lines S and U for a cusp c so that ` = `S and m = `U and ∂S and ∂U
are adjacent tips of the crowns Λc and Λc. 
Remark 9.39. Given a pseudo-Anosov flow (without perfect fits) on a
closed three-manifold, Fenley constructs an orbit space and its boundary
at infinity [10, Theorem A]. He proves that their union is compact and
homeomorphic to a closed disk. The synthetic geometries of his orbit
space and of our link space are very similar. Proving that S1(α) is
equivariantly homeomorphic to Fenley’s boundary for L(α) would imply
that the natural topology L(α) ∪ S1(α) makes it homeomorphic to a
closed disk. ◇
9.40. Orienting the foliations. We must fix the orientations of our
rectangles in L(α) to match the given orientations of our veering trian-
gles. We do so as follows.
Applying Theorem 9.23(1) we deduce that Fα and Fα are orientable.
We fix an arbitrary orientation on Fα. Fix any point [(λ,µ)] of L(α)
where both λ and µ are interior leaves. The orientation of Fα induces
an orientation of `µ and thus of µ. Let ∂+µ be the endpoint of µ that
this orientation points at; let ∂−µ be the other endpoint. We orient λ so
that λ points at its endpoint in [∂+µ, ∂−µ]Á. This induces an orientation
on `λ and thus of Fα which we now fix.
Thus we can use the directions east, north, west, and south when
working in a rectangle of L(α).
Lemma 9.41. The relation to the east of gives a partial order on L(α).
The same holds for the other three cardinal directions.
Proof. Transitivity follows by concatenating sequences of eastwards
paths. Antisymmetry follows because leaves of Fα and Fα are properly
embedded lines, which thus separate L(α). 
For the remainder of the paper we require all rectangles R∶ (0,1)2 →L(α) to send oriented segments in the positive y–direction (x–direction)
to oriented segments of Fα (Fα).
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Lemma 9.42. With the choice of orientations of Fα and Fα as above
we have the following. An edge e ∈ T̃ is red if and only if its edge
rectangle R(e) has ideal points in its northeast and southwest corners.
Proof. We refer to the proof of Lemma 9.27, where e was assumed to
be red. With notation as in that lemma, we have that
c, ∂U, ∂V ′, d, ∂T ′, ∂S,
appear in S1(α) in that anti-clockwise order. See Figure 9.30. Fix[(λ,µ)] ∈ R(e) so that both λ and µ are interior leaves. Breaking
symmetry, we may assume that ∂+µ lies in [∂U, ∂V ′]Á. Since L(α) is
connected, we deduce that ∂+λ lies in [∂T ′, ∂S]Á. Thus `U and `S both
point away from c. Thus c lies in the southwest corner of R(e). 
In this paper, all figures showing parts of L(α) are drawn using this
choice of orientation on Fα and on Fα.
9.43. Maximal rectangles.
Definition 9.44. We call a rectangle R ⊂ L(α) maximal if it is not
properly contained in any other rectangle. ◇
Definition 9.45. To each tetrahedron t of T̃ we associate an tetrahedron
rectangle R(t) ⊂ L(α) as follows. If f and g are the upper faces of t
then we define R(t) to be the union of the face rectangles R(f) and
R(g). ◇
Lemma 9.46. Suppose that t is a tetrahedron with lower faces f ′ and
g′. Then R(t) = R(f ′) ∪R(g′).
Proof. Let f and g be the upper faces of t. Let e = f ∩ g and e′ = f ′ ∩ g′
be the upper and lower (respectively) edges of t. Note that the edges of
f ∪ g other than e are also edges of f ′ ∪ g′. We call these four edges the
equator of t.
Let (λ,µ) ∈ P(α) be a representative of a point of R(t). Then there is
some edge of f ∪ g that links both λ and µ. If (λ,µ) links an equatorial
edge then it lies in R(f ′) ∪R(g′) and we are done. Suppose not. We
deduce that λ links a pair of opposite equatorial edges and µ links the
remaining pair of opposite equatorial edges. Thus (λ,µ) links e′ and
we are done. 
Lemma 9.47. Suppose that t is a tetrahedron of T̃ .
(1) The tetrahedron rectangle R(t) is a rectangle in the sense of
Definition 9.24.
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(2) The boundary of R(t) is contained in a union of eight singular
leaves. There are four material corners. Each of the four sides
contains exactly one ideal point, corresponding to one of the four
cusps of t.
(3) The tetrahedron rectangle R(t) is maximal.
Before proving the lemma, we introduce a simple definition.
Definition 9.48. Let Q and R be rectangles. We say that Q south-
north (west-east) spans R ifQ∩R contains a leaf ofR∩Fα (ofR∩Fα). ◇
Proof of Lemma 9.47. Breaking symmetry, suppose that the upper edge
e of t is red. Let f and g be the upper faces of t. Note that R(e) is
a subrectangle of, and south-north spans, both R(f) and R(g). See
Figure 9.37(e). Thus R(t) is a rectangle, and we obtain (1).
Note that R(f) and R(g) share precisely two singular classes, namely
those on the boundary of R(e). Thus there are four singular classes in
∂R(t). No two can be in a single side as that would give a singular leaf
meeting two singular classes, contradicting Corollary 7.9. This gives
(2).
Any rectangle properly containing R(t) would have a singular class
in its interior, a contradiction. This proves (3). 
The next result is needed to relate the combinatorics of T̃ to the
combinatorics of rectangles in L(α).
Lemma 9.49. Suppose that f and t are, respectively, a face and a
tetrahedron of T̃ . Then f ⊂ t if and only if R(f) ⊂ R(t).
Proof. The forwards direction follows from Definition 9.45 if f lies above
t and from Lemma 9.46 if f lies below t.
We prove the contrapositive of the backwards direction. Suppose
that f is not a face of t. Fix a layering K of T̃ . We break symmetry
and suppose that f is contained in a layer K, of K, that lies above t.
Furthermore, we take K to be the lowest such layer in K.
Suppose that the upper faces of t lie in K. Thus there is some edge,
say e, of f that separates f (in K) from the upper faces of t. Thus the
cusp of f not meeting e cannot lie in a side of R(t) and we are done.
See Figures 9.34 and 9.37(e).
Suppose instead that the upper faces of t do not lie in K. In this
case let e be the edge that is removed from K in order to obtain the
immediately lower layer. We deduce that e is an edge of f . Let c and d
be the endpoints of e. The faces of t are all strictly below K, hence e
is not an edge of t. Therefore by Lemma 5.14, no edge of t connects c
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and d. Therefore at least one of c or d does not lie in any side of R(t).
Therefore R(f) is not a subset of R(t) and we are done. 
We now consider the converse of Lemma 9.47(3).
Theorem 9.50. If R is a maximal rectangle in L(α) then there is a
tetrahedron t of T̃ so that R = R(t).
Before giving the proof we need several lemmas.
Lemma 9.51. Let K be a layer of a layering and R a rectangle. Then
R is south-north spanned by at most finitely many edge rectangles R(e)
for e in K. The same holds west-east.
Proof. We consider only the south-north case. Applying the second
statement of Lemma 8.23, we choose distinct non-singular leaves m,m′ ∈Fα which intersect R. For any edge e, if its rectangle R(e) south-north
spans R, then m and m′ both cross R(e).
Since m is non-singular, by Definition 9.22, there is a unique leaf µ
of Λα so that
m = {[(λ,µ)] ∈ L(α) for some λ ∈ Λα}
Let µ′ be the corresponding leaf for m′. Thus µ and µ′ are distinct
interior leaves. Lemma 8.16(3) provides train lines mK and m′K carried
by the train track τK with the same endpoints as µ and µ′ respectively.
Note that for any edge e in K, if the leaf m crosses R(e) then the train
line mK links e.
By Lemma 8.16(5), the train lines mK and m′K share no endpoints;
thus they fellow travel for at most a finite collection of edges E of K.
Thus, at most ∣E∣ edge rectangles south-north span the subrectangle of R
between m and m′. Therefore, at most ∣E∣ edge rectangles south-north
span R. 
Definition 9.52. Let f be a face with edges e, e′, and e′′. The median
of R(f) is the intersection R(e) ∩R(e′) ∩R(e′′). ◇
In the right-hand side of Figure 9.34, the median is the central yellow
dot.
Lemma 9.53. Suppose that f is a face with edges e, e′, and e′′, where
e has the minority colour in f . If R is a rectangle that contains the
median of R(f) then R is spanned by at least one of R(e′) or R(e′′).
Proof. Breaking symmetry, suppose that e is blue while e′ and e′′ are
red. For example, see Figure 9.34. Since R contains the median, it
cannot extend out of R(f) to the west or south; the singular leaves
running through the median end at ideal points in the sides of R(f).
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The rectangle R may extend out of R(f) to either the east or north,
but not both. This is because of the northeastern ideal corner of R(f).
If R extends out of R(f) to the east then R is south-north spanned
by R(e′). If it extends out the north then it is west-east spanned by
R(e′′). If R is contained in R(f) then it is spanned by both edge
rectangles. 
Lemma 9.54. Let K be a layer of a layering and R a rectangle. Then
there is an edge e in K so that R(e) either south-north or west-east
spans R.
Proof. By Lemma 9.32, there is an edge e0 in K so that R ∩R(e0) is
non-empty. Since R is open, we also have that R ∩R(e0) is non-empty.
Breaking symmetry, suppose that e0 is red. If R(e0) does not span R
in either direction, then R contains precisely one of the two material
corners of R(e0). Breaking symmetry again and applying Lemma 9.42,
we assume that R contains p0, the southeastern corner of R(e0).
Consider now the maximal strip P ⊂ K of edges and triangles{(fi, ei)}i≥1 so that
(1) all edges ei are red,
(2) all triangles fi are majority red,
(3) e0 is contained in f1,
(4) ei is contained in fi (and in fi+1 when fi is not the last triangle
in P ),
(5) R contains pi, the southeastern material corner of R(ei).
Let c0 and d0 be the endpoints of e0. We label the other vertices
of P as follows. Suppose that we have labelled the vertices of the
edges e0, . . . , ek−1. Two of the vertices of fk are already labelled. The
remaining vertex of fk receives the label ck if we turn left through fk
when travelling from ek−1 to ek, or dk if we turn right. For an example,
see the left side of Figure 9.55.
Claim. The closure of R(ek) contains p0.
Proof. The base case of the induction is trivial. Suppose that the claim
holds for ek. Breaking symmetry, suppose that fk+1 has an ideal point
in its southwest corner. See Figure 9.56c. By the inductive hypothesis,
p0 is in the closure of R(ek): the western half of R(fk+1). Note that
R(ek+1) is the southern half; thus R(ek) and R(ek+1) intersect in the
southwestern quadrant. Again see Figure 9.56c. Since R contains pk+1,
the north side of R is (perhaps non-strictly) south of dk+1. Since R
contains p0, this and Lemma 9.41 means that p0 is strictly south of dk+1.
Thus p0 is contained in the closure of R(ek+1). 
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(a) The rectangle R is not spanned by any of the edge rectangles R(ei).
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(b) The rectangle R is spanned by the edge rectangle R(e′).
Figure 9.55. A possible strip P and its corresponding edge rectangles. A
possible rectangle R is drawn in black.
(a) Northwest. (b) Northeast.
(c) Southwest. (d) Southeast.
Figure 9.56. The four possible face rectangles, labelled by the intercardinal
direction of the ideal corner.
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Claim. Every dl is northeast of every ck.
Proof. The previous claim implies that the northeast (southwest) corner
of R(ek) is northeast (southwest) of p0. Thus all dl are northeast of p0,
and all ck are southwest of p0. Now Lemma 9.41 gives the claim. 
Claim. The strip P is finite.
Proof. Suppose that P is infinite. We produce a sequence of strips Pn
below P = P0, where Pi+1 is obtained from Pi by flipping down through
the first pair of triangles in Pi that form the top of a tetrahedron. Such
a pair must exist by Corollary 6.17. Note that the vertices and boundary
edges of Pi+1 are the same as those of Pi, and hence the same as those
of P0 = P . Let PK be the first strip that contains an interior blue edge,
e▽ say. Note that K exists by Corollary 6.18 (for lower branch lines),
An example sequence of strips is shown in Figure 9.57.
The edge e▽ connects vertices on opposite sides of the strip PK .
Suppose that the endpoints of e▽ are ck and dl. Applying Lemma 9.42,
we find that one of ck and dl is southeast of the other. By Lemma 9.41
this contradicts the previous claim. 
We finish the proof of Lemma 9.54 as follows. Let eN be the last
edge of P . Let f ′ be the face adjacent to eN that is not in P . Either f ′
is majority blue (see Figure 9.56d) or majority red (see Figure 9.56b
or Figure 9.56c). In the majority blue case, R contains the median of
R(f ′), so by Lemma 9.53 we are done. In the majority red case, let e′
be the other red edge of f ′. Since P is maximal, R does not contain the
southeastern corner of R(e′). Thus R is spanned by R(e′) (south-north
in the case of Figure 9.56b, and west-east in the case of Figure 9.56c)
and we are done. 
Proof of Theorem 9.50. Let R be a maximal rectangle. Fix K, a layer of
a layering. By Lemma 9.54, there is an edge of K whose edge rectangle
spans R. Breaking symmetry, we suppose that R is south-north spanned.
By Lemma 9.51, the set E of edges in K, whose rectangles south-north
span R, is finite. For e, e′ ∈ E we say that R(e) is to the west of R(e′) if● the west side of R(e) is to the west of the west side of R(e′) or,
in the case of a tie,● the east side of R(e) is to the west of the east side of R(e′).
Let e◁ be any edge whose rectangle R(e◁) is the furthest to the west.
Breaking symmetry, suppose that e◁ is red. Let f◁ be the face
containing e◁ and so that the (material) southeastern corners of R(e◁)
and R(f◁) coincide.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e)
Figure 9.57. On the left in each subfigure we see a strip of triangles from
above. On the right, we see a side view, showing the height of the mid-curve
through the strip. In particular, the top edge of a tetrahedron appears as a
local maximum of the curve.
There are four possible face rectangles, depending on which corner is
ideal. See Figure 9.56.
Claim. The rectangle R(f◁) has its ideal corner to its northeast.
Proof. We rule out three of the four cases.● By assumption, the southeastern corner of R(f◁) is material.● Suppose that the ideal corner of R(f◁) is in the southwest, as
shown in Figure 9.56c. Let e be the other red edge of f◁. Note
that R(e) extends further to the north than R(e◁). Since R is
maximal, it meets the west side of R(e◁). Thus R(e) also spans
R; we deduce that e ∈ E. This contradicts our assumption that
e◁ is the westmost edge in E.● An argument similar to that for the southwest ideal corner rules
out the ideal corner being in the northwest, as in Figure 9.56a.

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Since R is maximal, its west side contains the singularity at the west
side of R(f◁). We have a similar situation on the east of R, with an
eastmost edge e▷ and face f▷. See Figure 9.58.
Figure 9.58. Above: An example of a maximal rectangle R (shaded). It
has a westmost south-north spanning edge rectangle that is in the east of a
face rectangle R(f◁) as in Figure 9.56b. It also has an eastmost south-north
spanning edge rectangle that is in the west of a face rectangle R(f▷) as in
Figure 9.56a. Below: a sketch of the corresponding strip of triangles P in K,
connecting f◁ with f▷.
Since K is a copy of the Farey triangulation (Lemma 4.6), there
is a unique strip of triangles P connecting f◁ with f▷. By Theo-
rem 9.23(3), we may take m to be a non-singular leaf of Fα meeting R.
By Lemma 8.16(3), there is a corresponding train line mK ⊂ τK . Note
that mK ∩τP contains a train interval which runs from the track-cusp in
f◁ to the track-cusp in f▷. These track-cusps point towards each other,
so there is at least one large switch of τP at an edge in the interior of
P . The two faces incident to such an edge are the upper two faces of a
tetrahedron. Moving P down through such a tetrahedron has the effect
of performing a split on τP . After finitely many such moves, P consists
of two faces only. These are thus the top two faces of a tetrahedron t.
Thus R is contained in, and therefore equal to, R(t). 
We end with the following, in the spirit of [19, Theorem 1.1].
Theorem 9.59. The link space L(α), as equipped with● the upper and lower foliations Fα and Fα and● the action of pi1(M),
recovers the veering triangulation (T , α).
Proof. By Lemma 9.47 and Theorem 9.50 the tetrahedra of T̃ are in
bijective correspondence with the maximal rectangles of L(α).
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Claim. The face rectangles in L(α) are those rectangles that meet three
ideal points, exactly one of which is at a corner.
Proof. Face rectangles are of this type by Lemma 9.35(2). Suppose R is
such a rectangle. Let R(t) be a maximal (and thus tetrahedron) rectan-
gle containing R. Now Definition 9.45, Lemma 9.46, and Lemma 9.47
imply that R is a face rectangle. See Figure 9.37(e). 
Claim. The edge rectangles in L(α) are those rectangles that meet
exactly two ideal points, at opposite corners.
Proof. The proof is similar to the previous claim. 
As in Lemma 9.42, the colour of an edge e is recovered from the
location of the ideal corners of R(e). Also, the dihedral angle of an
edge e in a tetrahedron t is pi or zero as R(e) does or does not span
R(t). By Lemma 9.49 two tetrahedra t and t′ are glued across a face f
if and only if R(t) ∩R(t′) = R(f). Again, see Figure 9.37(e).
Using the action of the fundamental group, and passing to orbits, we
recover the combinatorics of (T , α). 
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